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FIELD NOTES 
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LAST wtttiw Msvis Gallant and 
Mordccai Bichler gave a rcading at the 
Metropolitan Toronto Library. More 
than 1,000 people attended. Each writer 
read a long piece and the” Ontario’s 
minister of culture., Susan Fish, made 
some closing remarks. 

“Mordecai and I were very tired,” 
says Gallant. “We’d each read fpr a” 
hour, and writers don’t like to’be read 
to. When the minister got up I didn’t 
know who it was. I thought she was con- 
nccted to the library. I didn’t understand 
it. She said, ‘You’ve both bee” decor- 
ated,’ - I think she meant the Order of 
Cmmda or something like that - ‘and I 
have another decoration for you. We 
wnt up, and they were library buttons! 
The poor woman. I felt sorry for her. I 
put it in my pocket. 

“Then she said, ‘All writm wear 
masks, and here are yours.’ They were 
two enlarged photographs lo”,e of 
Gallant. one of Blchlerl on a stick with 
white ribbon. It was somebody’s bright 
idea. I don’t think it was the ministcr’s. 
They were trying to make those Venetian 
masks that people held to their faces. 

“Someone who was there said to me, 
‘You looked like two kids sent to the 
principal to be strapped.’ It might have 
been amusing if it had been a patty. But 
it was a serious reading. I don’t like to 
clown around, and Mordecai certainly 
doesn’t. He suddenly said, ‘It’s been a 
long evening,’ and dimbed down off the 
platfoml.” 

Mavis Gallant does not abide inamm- 
prlatc platforms - or ill-judged &es- 
lions. When we arranged our interview 
she instructed me: “Bring specific ques- 
tions. I c&t ga on saying this is a clean 
city.” Interviewed by telephone some 
years ago from her home in Paris. she 
had made mincemeat of a hapleris CBC 
Radio host who asked fluffy questions 
without much substance or direction. 
Gallant soon had her interviewer so 
tongwtied that their convenatio” was 
cut off on the pretext of a bad conncc- 
tion. A Toronto writer who knows her 
slightly told me, chuckling, “Everyone 
is afraid of her.” 

As things turned out. I found that 
Gallant has a tart, delightful sense of 
humour. Her testy, reproachful answers 

to a couple of my clumsier questions left 
no permanent damage. But as we sat in 
the common ro”m of Massey College - 
where she spent the academic year as the 
University of Toronto’s writer-in- 
residence-she did have strong feelings 
about an article in that morning’s Globe 
and Mail. It had quoted her as saying 
“Mom.” 

“Mum” is what she always says, she 
pointed out emphatically. “Mom” is 
Amqricmt. She added that, of course, 
Canadian speech has been changed a lot 
by U.S. television. I had the impression 
of a careful listener who weighs cvcry 
word for tone and texture. 

I was glad. too, that I mn’t the tele- 
vision interviewer who crossed her path 
in Winnipeg this winter. “It waslive. He 
asked me if I’d thought of writing in- 
spirational work. I said, ‘You haven’t 
read anything of mine, have you? What 

am I doing here? This is a complete 
waste of time.’ Then he said, ‘Do you 
think you’re too good to write inspira- 
tional work? Do you think you’re above 
it?’ So I thought it over and, you know, 
I said, ‘Yes. It would be a complete 
waste of whatever gift I have.’ ” 

Gallant visited Winnipeg on one of 
many jaunts she made across the EOU”- 
try. The job of writer-in-rcsidenee was 
“or what she expected. At all hours she 
found hcrsdf preoccupied with her 
students and their writing to the cxclu- 
sion of her own. “When I realized I 
couldn’t do any work I we”t along with 
the tide and accepted all the things II was 
asked to]. I read, literally, all over the 
country, from British Columbia to the 
Maritime& I love travelling around 
Canada. I could do that indefinitely.” 

Her students. she says, were charm- 
ing. She was touched by their wnlidcnce 

in her ability to help, but disappointed iii 
their technical skills. “When they come 
out of the Ontario school system, they 
don’t have a grasp of the language. No 
grammatical structure. no vocabulary, 
and they can’t punctuate. So what you 
have is a sensibility tuiining all over the 
place but with nothing to contain it. 
That was difficult.” 

She was unfamiliar with amateur 
writing and had to get used to “that flat 
tone.” Also a surprise ~a.3 the violence 
her students wrote intc.their stories. 
“Violence between me” and women-a 
sort of middle-class violence that I 
hadn’t cxpccted.” And there was a great 
deal of Tdkien imitation. “I did every- 
thing I could to get them out of the 
nursery.” 

She describes her experience in Tomn- 
m as “an enormous displacement.” 
Anonymous in Paris. she was puzzled by 
her celebrity here. Sometimes people 
would do a double-take, in the street and 
in the subway: people who had been to a 
readll or see” her picture. Sometimes 
they stopped to talk. “It was diflicult 
for me to think that I was the object of 
thii.” 

Was she looking forward to returning 
to Paris? (After a stay in Montreal sh.he 
flies back this month.) She was eager, 
she said, to get a fed for the political 
scene now thsl France has a new prime 
minister. France is where she lives, and I 
sensed (she did not say this) that she 
wanted to resume the habitual rhythms 
of her life them. But Canada is a kind of 
home for her, too. “I would be a Cana- 
dian even if Canada ceased to exist,” she 
once said. “because it is part of being 
myself.” - l3mRcigOAt.T 
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I’II have the regdar 

MY coust~ NIOEL didn’t mind the weak 
beer, he said, as we settled into some 
chairs in the lounge. It only cost half of 
what his pint of bitter cost back home. 
Cars were cheaper to run, as well - not 
75 cents a lltrc for petrol as he and 
Flormce were used to. She and Nigel 
had come to Canada so he could study 
on a post-graduate law scholarship. 
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Benny Cooperman’s ,idea of untamed 
nature is a dandelion growing through a 
crack in the sidewalk - but when he finds 
himself in Algonquin Park, Benny is plung- 
ed into a world of cults. blackflies. and 
murder. 

“Mr. Engel has the tough, cynical private 
eye novel, as developed by Chandler and 
Hammett. down pat . :. Let’s hop,e Benny 
comes back soon.” 

- The Neul York Times Book Review 
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They were adjusting very well, I 
thouehl. I asked him if he thought so 
too. - 

“My worst problem has been shop 
ping,” he said, running a pale hand 
through the hair on his forehead. “I 
can’t &art o”t what people want to sell 
me.” 

“What do you mean?” I asked. 
“Plorence and I were shopping lad 

Saturday,” he explained. “I watt to get 

a box of detergent. They had regular, 
large, and King-size. Regular in the 
super-white brand meant 1.5 litres, aod 
regular in the extra-spring-freshness 
brand meant two litm. Theo I wallied 
down the aisle to bw tootbaste. They 
gave me the choice of regul~ or somk 
thing called wintergreen. What flavour is 
regula.r?” 

“It’s some other sort of mint.” I of- 
fered. “Something between a breath 
freshener and a tube of Polytilla: 

“My favourlte deodorant brand 
wasn’t even there,” he cc.ntinued. “but 
they had another kind io regular or 
unscented. I bought the unscented 
because I have no idea what regular 
deodorant would make me smell like.. 
My wife was two aisles over buying 
feminine napkins, but she couldn’t 
decide between the regular and the 
deodorant. We’re awfully confused by 
the whole s&me.” 

“Did you finish your shopping all 
right?” I asked, swallowing my beer. 

“we were wry tbed, so we went for 
coffee. Then the lady in the coffee shop 
asked us if we liked it regular or not. I 
said I always did. Theo I found out that 
meant I wanted coffee with cream and 
sugar." 

The walar came over to ask the two 
of us if we wanted a refdl. Nii shook 
his head and I requested another beer. 
“What are you having, regular or 
llght7” he asked solicitously. 

“Regular, please,” I replied. 
“I can’t figure out what you 

Amuicaos - sorry, North Americans 
mean when yoo call something 

&olar,” said Nii. He slid his long 
form back into the lounge chair. “I 
assume that when we fdled up the car 
with regular petrol instead of unleaded 
we were practically poisoning the poor 
thing.” 

“Regular is, well . . . it’s just a Stan- 
dard,” I replied. “I suppose it means the 
product the company started out $th, 
or the one most people buy.” 



“The only regulars I know back home 
are the ones 1 see in the nub on a Satur- 
day night.” 

“You do hear of someone being refer- 
red to as a regular sort of fell&v,” I 
mused. 

“Over hem that would mean he is 

smelly. -leaded, -or f& highly 
priced.” 

Visions of people with regular 
measurements along their bodies (one 
side in inches. the other in ccntimetrcsl 
bothered me ihc rest of the evening. i 
tool; the nroblcm with me into the offa 
nest day-and mulled it over. Finally I 
pulled out the dictionary and flipped it 
open to the Rs. 

Webster’s New Collegiate defines 
regular as, No. I, “belonging to a 
rctifious order,” so I moved my finger 
further down the list of definitions until 
I came to No. 4: “Constituted, con- 
ducted. or done in conformity with 
e%tbliied or prescrt%ed usages, rules, 
or discipline.” 

Thttt tit, I tbougbt. Regular means 
majority rule. If you pick up a box of 
regular-sired detergent in the super- 
market, you can feel confident that most 
of your neighboun had told some eager 
market reswchcr they always chose that 
size. 

ther down the page. Webster’s empha- 
sized, however, that %ormu/ implies 
lack of deviation from what .has been 
dlscoveted or established as the most 
usual or expected. while regt4/ar stresses 
conformity to a rule, standard, or pat- 
tern: 

use, then, there being no pattern to 
Niis list of regulars. The only excep- 
tion would be such a case as the irotd- 
rally styled “regularly scheduled televi- 
sion program.” 

I flipped back some 24lO pages to nor- 
mal. The synonym was m&w, it said. 
Webster’s also detined normal as “free 
from mental disorder: sane.” That came 
a little close to irony, too, so I closed the 
dictionary and settled back to my rcgu- 
lar work with a coffee @lack, one 
sum). - BARBARA WADE 

ENGUS& OUR ENGWSH 

Apples and oranges: like many grammatical 
curiosities, comparisons pose less a question of 

right and wrong than one of distinction 

By BOB BLACKBURN . 

A pu~s~torr I dread hexing is “Which is 
correct?” It usually means there is tough 
sledding ahead. 

A common example is “Which is cw- 
reet, compared with or compared 109” 
The questioner obviously is seeking a 
simple answer and is unlikely to pay 
attention to, let alone remember, the 
proper reply. 

It is, of comae, not a question of right 
and wrong, but one of distinction. It is 
not terribly diflicult. Use to only if you 
rirh to suggest or state a similarity. If 
you compare Smith’s writing to 
Hemingway’s, you are pulling Smith in 
the same class as Hemingway. But if you 
compare it witlr Hemingway’s, you are 
making a detailed examination of the 

similarities and differences between 
them. You might then decide that, cam- 
pared with Hemingway, Smith is an un- 
disciplined writer. 

It should be obvious that you can’t 
compare Hemingway either with or to 
Smith’s writing, but it is a terribly corn: 
man error. not only with compare, but 
with /i/n?, as in “Like many of us, his 
vices included smoking.” Beware corn- 
paring things that are not comparable. 
You might, however, like to think a bit 
about whether or not one incomparable 
thing might be compared to another. I’ll 
leave that with you. 

Compare does provide some right-or- 
wrong answers for those who like them. 
As an intransitive verb, it always rc- 

quircs with. To say that a girl’s looks 
cannot camparc to those of her sister is 
wttotw. In compar&on to is NEVER right, 
although you could say that you, too, 
had made a comparison of Smith with 
Hemingway and decided that any corn- 
parison of Smitb to Hemingway was 
invalid. 

The cliche about “comparing apples 
and oranges” is wrong. You could corn- 
pare apples and oranges to treeborne 
fruits. or you could compare them with 
bedroom slippers, but compare must 
have either with or lo; and simply will 
not do. 

SOMEONE ASKED me the other day why I 
was seeking some bit of arcane informa- 
tion. I started to reply that it was 
because 1 am a curious person. This was 
in writing, so I was able tp change 
curious to inqu&idve when I realized 
that, in this context, my use of curious 
could mean I am inquisitive (which was 
what I wanted it to mean), or it could 
mean I am queer (which was not what I 
wanted it to mean.) 

Cutious is one of those damnably 
ambiguous words with which our 
language ls riddled, and it might as well 
be chucked out. The OED is quite blunt 
about it, calling it “a word which [sic] 
has been used from time to time with 
many shades of meaning. . . .” 

It started out to mean something like 
pabutakbtg. Chaucer used it that way. 
and it retained that meaning for four 
centuries after hi. But even in his own 
time it was already ambiiuous; .to some 
writers it meant nosy. And, some 300 
years ago, it began to be used to mean 
strange. 

Of the I8 meanings defined by the 
OED, only two have any currency to- 
day, but those two are enough to make it 
a dangcmus word. Although they can be 
formally distinguished as subjective and 
objective, they still may cause confu- 
sion. The same is true of curiosilly. You 
might tell me that your neighbour has a 
certain curiosity. I would not how 
whether you meant that he is forever 
peeding thmugh his or your curtains or 
that he has a five-legged dog that kills 
cats. 

However. the word may settle down, 
and we can take comfort from the fact 
that, thanks to the communications 
exp@sion, it no longer is ncccssary to 
wit through the centuries for a changed 
meaning to become established. It is 
possible that tomorrow night some scmi- 
literate media star will decide that 
curious means polite, and by Christmas 
that will be its meaning. 

That will put courfeous up for grabs. 
The sports commentatom doubtless will 
want it, but so will the lawyers. It should 
be an interesting battle. 0 
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PROFILE 

A self-proclaimed ‘radical individualist,’ 
Adele Wiseman has spent her career battling stereotypes, 

but the words have not come easily 

By ELEANOR WACHTEL 

AT THE FIRST Vancouver Showsse of Jewish Writers in May, 
1984, the keynote speaker is Adele Wiseman. The cmmmmity 
cent&s auditorium hss that look of multi-purpose facility in 
festival mode: balloons, streamers, and National Book Week 
postu-s frame the raised platform that saves as a stage. Rows 
of small tables that WI the hall are decorated, bohemian coffee 
house style, with red checked tablecloths, Chianti bottles 

small bowls of mixed nuts. In short. 
ldb g in Canada. 
the 

tive version to what continua% to prevail with respect to what 
Jews are.” 

plwged &h candles, and ! 
a typical location for a re2 

Introductions allude to 
mark of the Canadian 
author, and then settle 
on the books that have 
made Wiseman’s repaa- 
tion. TIE Sacr~ce not 
only won the Governor 
Cleneral’s Award when it 
was published in 1956. 
bat became a landmark 
in CanLit. A decade 
ago, Cmcfipor, a dense 
and titsJ novel about 
Hoda, the triumphantly 
fat, Jewish whore of 
wnipeg in the 19305. 
Finally, in 1576, Old 
I~‘onm at Play, a non- 
fiction appreciation of 
Wiseman’s mother’s 
prodigious activity in 
doll-making and a dila- 
tion on the nature of 
creativity. 

Greeting the applause, 
Adele Wisenian stands, 
scarcely grazing five 
feet. Short grey hair 
emerges from a red 
brimmed felt hat. She 

She pauses, ha face open and warm, ingenuous. “The 
reason I wanted to be a writer was to save the Jews, of course. 
Because I learned so much from the sties my pareats told 
me, I @ored the only reason people are so bad to us is because 
they don’t know. If 1 were to explain to them, they would 
understand. so that by the time my life is finished. evervthina 
would he p&fect.” _ 

lanaton 

cho over a red dress with just its coIlar showing. Glasses hang 
from a black cord around her neck. Three gold bracelets jangle 
as she flips the pages of a thick ring-bound notebook. 

“I spsak as a secular Jew,” she says, “and as a radical indiv- 
idualist. I’ve never had any pmblems with the Jewish aspect of 
my Iife or of my writing. I’m aware of my good hmk in hap 
pming to be a Canadian and mowing up in large part during 
an em when the impulses of decency were in the ascendant, 
v:ha I lvas aUovxd the freedom to pose the question of what it 
is to be a Jew and a survivor. To be a Jew in Western society 
you harr to be more aware, more conscious. You have to have 
one foot on the sidewalk and one foot on the road ready to 
run. My object in wtitiag has always been to pmdace a correc- 

1 agenda. W&man __ 
is not a naturalistic or 
even essentially a real- 
istic writer. She’s aware 
of the sordidness and 
hypocrisy of life and 
adept at its depiction, 
but she tends to present 
“a vision of what we are, 
how we evolve, and the 
ever-present sense of 
possibility.” Her stance 
is vigilance, not para- 
noia. She feels at home 
in the world. in nature.; it 
is society and its man- 
made dangers that scare 
.her. The standpoint she 
fmds niost temperamen- 
tally congenial is that of 
prophet: “It always 
seemed like the best job; 
yougettoyellalot.“As 
Cassandra demon- 
strated, however, it is 
isolating to stand apart, 
plucking out the “rele- 
vant things” that the 
mlling world is too pra 
occupied to stop and 
recognize. Wiseman 

doesn’t claim to be saying anything new, just to be one of the 
few willing, needing to speak out. 

~ 

E 
2 

OSCAR HAS fleas. So Wiseman has to postpone our lunch- 2 
interview in order to pick UP her 15-year-old daughter Tamara, g 
affectionate VietIm of the dog’s affiiiion, from school and 2 
take her to the doctor. Wiseman’s day started early - actual- i 
ly. it started yesterday. The previous evening at 11 or so, she E 
characteristically we111 into ha study to write. Five lines went $ 
through 46 variations and revisions until a final version at 4 2 
a.m. She didn’t fall asleep afterwards, and any chance of rest 0 
was ended by an early morning telephone csJl. Then she g 
@livered proofs for the 1985 Canadian Women Writers c&n- 2 
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dar she’s editing, took Tamam to the doctor. and returning 
home found herself serving lunch to her publisher. who drop- 
ped in. Before the day is over she is to attend a Chll dinner 
in honour of a scholar and translator of the legend of the 
manlxy king (her totem animal), and eventually return more 

Wireman reschedules ourintervicw, first giving meextensive 
directions to her Toronto home. IF I get anywhere close. I’m 
sure to rccognizc what she desc&s & her “pea&able 
kingdom.” a menagerie of garden statuary that includes a 
tlamingo, tiger. lion, and a pink pig with illuminated eyes per- 
ched in a tree. Abandoning these uncertainties, she decides to 
pick me up in her snappy old yellow Renault. 

The house is large and comfortable, with books, photocl. 
and dolls everywhere. (she has saved 300 of her mother’s dolls 
and about 40 button p&es.) The dolls are ailplayed in a cor- 
ner cabinet in the dbdne room. alonn the stairwell. dandna in 
V.%eman’s small book-%ned o&e (&mg with tw6 large pip- 
pets Taman! made), and stored in the bedmom on a rack 
under a bedspread drop cloth and in plastic bags in dresser 
dnwrs. She show me an old mustachioed Cossack ha 
mother stitched shortly before she died (in Janugry, 1980). Her 
mother had asked Dmilry, Adele’s husband, to make a hole in 
the soldier’s leather boots so she could aFfii them. Dmitry was 
on his way out; when he returned home, it was too late. The 
Cossack’s feet had fmzen into red felt. 

A wall OF the kitchen is postered with drawings, clippings, 
snapshots, and memorabilia. At one point Dmitry, in such 
of a spare microphone for a tape recorder, bursts into the 
mom rith a newly Found Christmas present, hidden and 
Forgotten last Deeember, unearthed now in his search through 
a bottom drawer. Adele unwraps a cookie a@ with the 
message: “A muse to amwe.” She laughs and goes to hang it 
in her office window. 

We start off in the kitchen so I can be close to the Fresh 
French bread. cold cuts, egg salad, and apple strudel (“home 
made - From the store,” she tantalircr Tamam). As she 
speal;s. she gathers strudel crumbs into a little pile on the green 
nlastic dacemat. 

Adele Wiseman, the third of Four children, WBS born in 
Winnirw. “on the kitchen table in a small house on Manitoba . _. 
Avenue.” on May21.1928. Her parents, immigrants From the 
Ukraine, worked as tailors so that their children could “be 
hoisted on bent shoulders to a better life.” Like Abraham in 
The Sucr#ice, her Father had yeained to be a scholar and can- 
tor. but the early death of hls Father and concomitant Family 
resaonsibillties IKeeluded that dream. He hated his job and 
Adele mm alw& sensitive to his sacrifw. - 

Wiseman grew up in a left-wing milieu in multi-ethnic North 
Vlinnipeg. She attended a Communist Yiddish school after 
regular classes and befriended Zionist so&lists. But ha 
parents cautioned her to assess the people lnvolwd, not simply 
swdIow their idealistic proposals. From that tics ha con- 

ported collective good and the &nergenh of-her %&al 
individualism.” 

She was miserable For most of her childhood. “Thank good- 
ness thw never had the kind of social workers in the schools. 
the adj&ment people that they have now, hecause I pmbablj 
wuld have been sent off someplace. I was not adjwtcd, and I 
had every reason not to be. My nsponses we quite legitimate 
to the world around me:’ 

There was a real split between the world outside and the 
inner circle of the home, where she received emotional sup 
oott. love. and omtection. There were ha mother’s con- 
&&s s&es a& her own Family and background, the 
romance of the shred, Fragments of which are recorded in Old 
H’omm at Play. And some OF her earliest memorig exe of 
waiting For her Father to come home From work to tell hi 

atories, tales that turned out to be renditions of Jules Verne 
and the LOOI Nights, because he’d been a voracious reader. 
To her. it was all part of the folklore; Fairy-tales that stopped 
when he begvl to work double shiFts durhu the Depression. 

The Jewlih eommmdty Wisemen wishes & eeleb&e in her 
work is one that exists in her head. a variant OF what she knew 
asa child. It lsapotentlal aswell asa memory, becauseshead- 
mits that life wasn’t all swetncss - there were political and 
reliious Factions and ‘%ome very strange, weird people.” 

Outside was Manitoba. In a wittily sardonic essay in honour 
of the pmvince’s centennial in 1970, Wiseman wmte about the 
legacy of ha native place. 

Everybody knows midwestcmers are a friendly. hospilabk lot. 
Thsy?e notorious for il. You will find, for instsnce, lkat aboul 
the only people Manitobaas could not stand in those days mre 
thasc who got there before them: Indians and Melis. . . and the 
people who got there after them (21 other ethnic groups.). 

She excoriates those who stmngup Riel and destroyed a dream 
of an alternate Prairie way. 

cold it was. cold within and cold whhoul. Of the two the simple 
tkemwmewmcawahlc cold of the rsathsr was by far Ihe 
more bearable. Dour and gmdghu Ihe inner elima% nobody 
kacw you and nobody wanled LO know ye” except your own. 
For a long time, Wiseman. Felt so emotionally raw and 

vulnerable that she avoided readllg anything that might have 
M unhappy ending. “There was no way I could cope, so the 
first thing I’d do is turn to the back page. IF it was unhappy. I 
cnuhin’t bear it.” 

So them was I, everly sensidve. terribly htth sting, a regular lit- 
tte bleeder. . . . 

IBut] before many ycsn had passed I dll stop. I delermincd I 
wa g&g to become Manitoba’s foremorr iwwitive, lndeli- 
cats. twshv. loud. offensive lady writer. So well did I hide nw 
delt&~y. my sc&&ity. my f&y-lashed love of beauty, my 
whole bag of artkdc underwear, that. as with most things I hid 
when young, I’ve a_ ban able to tInd than since. 

J’nccuse Manitoba of brcediag s roseless thorn. 

?%eman judges the Prairie Inu reprehensible in a physical 
sense. It shapes. molds, leaves ao indelible imprint, but that’s 
the nature of any landscape you grow up with. A Prairie up- 
bringing means living in the sky “with only the soles of your 
Feet glued to the earth.” 

A Friend, poet Miriam Waddlngton. also Winnipeg-born. 
argues that growing up on the Prakies cao bc liberating; 
there’s more psyxhologlcal space: “whatewr you are, thete 
you can be more so.” In a sense, Wiseman ague, but risk 
accompanies the posslbllty that the Prairies enhance. 
“The& no protection aga&t the natural forces,” she says. 
“Your perception of the universe ls lsrge and chaotic.” In her 

tem&amcnt wirer: 
I sse the landscape of my youth in a cutsln predilsction for epic 
lhemcs and rtkuctanr. a cermln relemlessaesr. a stubborn 
dlsiaclinulen to compromise, LO glopsrale even, to accept any 
othu terms than my own. It is difftth to temporize or m evade 
or to hide when you live in my prairie feelscape. Where ls there te 
go with dtc whole sky Iwkll? I Lhlnk atso that Mug in a 
climatc of extremes can glw a person a fcclll for absolutes. The 
North Winaipcg I grew up In was Ihe very incubator of contlicr- 
ing absolmcr. I relate my tendency to go for broke, to try to 
make an equation for the secret of fhe universe every lime I sit 
down te the Qpswrita. to my conlinuing need Lo mske some 
kind of Lola1 sense of the complex emimamenr of the Winnipeg I 
knew, the Noah’s Ark of my childhood. the Tower of Babel of 
my adalwxnec. 
When she IeFt hiih school she wanted to revenge herself by 

exposlag the iqjustica of her childhood. But university in- 
fused her with “nobler” ideals, art and literature. Her degree 
was in English and Psychology. “I became addicted to psych, 
because as a kld I’d gone to the library looking For books on 
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sex, and the only sex I could find lo the index was undu 
psychology. So I sure got to know a hell of a lot of varieties of 
samal behaviour in my search for information.” When she 
realized that the Univetsity of Manitoba was a “rat” school, 
intetested in behavioutal cxperlmeots and not in clinical 
psychology. she mnccntratcd her attention on 6nglish. 

At university she met Margaret Laurence, and togethw they 
dreamed of bccomiog great writers. (An imaginative cortela- 

live to their early frlendsbip is evoked in part three of 
Laurence’s The Diviners). Wiseman showed a short story to 
her professor, Malcolm Ross, who said it had the bare bones, 
the sticks, but it needed to be fleshed out. She went away, 
thought about it, and began a first draft of what bccatne The 
sacrttice. 

be a writ& she never wtotc to&h. No teams of cbildiih scrib- 
blhtgs or youthful stories, no unpublished novels in the shoe 
box or tossed dramatical& into the fire_ It had something to do 
with taking on the universe, and waiting until she could get it 
rig/t? before committing herself to paper. Today she is a slow 
and, ln some seosc, inhibited writer. “1 read Imy manuscript1 
as I wtlte. If I bore myself or hit wrong notes, I fmd it ab& 
lately excruciating.” 

The connection with Margaret Laurence became even 
stronger when Laurence married a returning servlcemsn and 
moved in - the street fmm the Wlseman family. Theycar 
Wiseman graduated, 1949. Laurence left for England, whete 
she worked for a small London employment agency. She 
managed to direct Wllcmao toward a job (which paid room. 
board, and pocket money) in an East-End settlement house. 
Wiseman, eager for the cxpuience, had saved up the fare for a 
one-way passage. “1. with novel begun,” she rccollectcd ln 
Old Woman at Play, “was about to take the artist’s initiation 
titer of my day, and make my queasy way across the ocean to 
steep myself in Yurrup and Coltsha.” 

Not long after she arrived, the Laurences departed for 
Somallland. Wiieman stayed on for a year, titlng “pas- 
sionate letters home in kitchen Yiddish,” enthused by her new 
adventurous life. Her olda sister joined her to hitchhike 
thmugb Britain, then travel to France, Switzerland, and Ii- 

ln iomerihere she ftihed the first draft of The Sucr@e. 
“I was obsessed with the Holocaust, and still am, basically. 

When I was 15 or 16, working for the summer ln a fruit shop 
near the market, there was the first murder committed by a 
Jew in Manitoba. An old man had axed a woman who had 
apparently led him on. He was someone fmm,our disttict, a 
deaf old man. lonely, paying court to a somewhat younger 
woman. My mother and aunt knew him.” That incident trig- 
gered her thinking. It vm not the action itself but the psycbo- 
logical kernel - the moral implications of bcbaviour - that 
fascinated her. “I wantedto find the best possible reason that 
a good man could have for commlttlng such an atrocity.” 

Not that it would be straightforward and clesn. as she wmtc 
in her diary in Rome, July 18. 195% “Yesterday I did a lot of 
writing - ten typed pages. Abraham killed Lalah - it’s all 

still unreal in my mind, but there, it’s done. I really don’t want 
to leave him so. I love Abraham after all this time. One gets so 
attached that Ihens’s almost a physical pull against drawing 
them to their fate.” 

When she returned to Winnipeg, she revised The Sacriti~ 
while doing such odd jobs as counting iosccticidatraumatized 
bugs in an entomology lab. collating Eaton’s catalogucs. and 
working as executive sccrctary of a ballet company. Finally, 
subsisting for a period on unemployment insurance, she finish- 
ed The Sacrifie. 

IN 1955, F.R. Scott, A.J.M. Smith, and Malcolm Ross pcr- 
suaded the Ford Foundation to fmance a conference on Cana- 
dian literature in Ringston, Ont. Everyone was there: Iting 
Layton and Louis Dudek WUT still buddies, and they bmugbt 
alongL.eonardCohen. whop&cdSpanlshClvllWarsongson 
his guitar at the reception at the univcrslty vice-p&dent’s 
house. Phyllis Webb had just been “discovered” and was 
being courted by the senior pacts. CBCRadio producer 
Robert Wcavcr entertained the assembled liter&l at parties in 
his hotel room. It was the first chance for Wiseman actually to 
mingle with real publllhed writers. “I’d gone along without 
any notion of other writers, except for the potential Margaret 
and myself, and the college chums who wcrc would-be writers. 
But hen was a whole pile of noisy, obstreperous poets.” 

At an afternoon session with publishers. the distinguished 
panelists laid out the sorry financial state of the industry in 
Canada. “They \valIcd. sobbed, and beat their btxasts. I 
thought, God, the state of fiction - it doesn’t sell; my book 
will never get published.” Jack McClelland hhd met Wiscman 
when visiting his old pm&or, MaIcolm Ross, in Winnipeg. 
He had asked to see her novel when it was ready. At the confb 
rence. “there was Jack, this good-looking, strawberry-haired 
young man, joining the chorus. I fwrcd. The= isn’t any 
chance, but I’ll wait for him outside with the manuscript. 

“Jack came skipping out and jumped into a magnihcnt red 
convertible - this poverty+trickcn publisher - aad while I 
stood there papine, he took off. As I iealizcd la&r, there’s a 
difference between private fortune and public diffxulty. I was 
still standing there astonished when Bob Weaver [who’d read a 
chapter] came out with Klldare Dobbs [then an editor at Mw 
millan]. So I gave the manusctlpt to Kildare to read on his 
holiday. Within two weeks, just before my return to England, 
Kildarc called and said they wcrc taking it. Jack never forgave 
mc for that.” 

The novel had a tuna&able impact. It was one of the first 
post-war Canadian books published simultaneously in the 
U.S. Wiseman, all of 28 years old, was pmcting rave reviews 
in The New York Times (“wise and wonderful”). the New 
Yorker (“a huge and powerful first novel, so concenttatcd and 
so well balanced inslle the domestic circle that the time could 
be now or forty years ago”), the New Republic (“brilliant and 
moving”), the limes Litermy Supplement, Saturday Review, 
Christtun Science Monitor, Tine. She won the Governor 
General’s Award. “1 didn’t even really know what it was. 
Margaret remembers us saying we’d both win one some day; 
she may have known a little better than I. We werr both vcty 
green. I was stll~immigrant daughter cnougb not to know what ! 
the external rewards ate. and for them not to mean that moth 
to me.” 

The Sacrflce was a novel, wrote Matian Engcl, “that con- 
vinced those of trs who were studcots at the time that major 
work could be pmduccd in Canada.” It was a landmark lo 
Canadian writing, as Miriam Waddlington points out. ln its 
non-stereotyped portrayal of a Jewisb family: “This was the 
first book about Jews in Canada that wasn’t cldckco soup-y 
and sentlmcntal. that really showed a vcty dlffetent and a very 
real kind of Jew that is seldom cvco now portrayed.” Whetc it 
was steteotyped, it was fmm a Jewish rather than gcatlle per- 
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spective. Both Waddlngton and W&man were dismayed by 
post-\‘rar Jewish nowls that pandered to gentile perceptions 
nnd hastened to reassure their hosts that the Jews were as 
tlawd as anyone else, with foul tongues and vomcious 
mothers. “What readersseem tolove,” Waddington says, “is 
the kind of Jew that Mordecal Richler &ives them.” 

The sacrifie was unusual in another respext as well. It bears 
none of the chamcteristic5 we’ve come to awciate with first 
novels. “It isn’t one of those out-of-thegot, growing-up&- 
Canada books,” notes another friend, aovellst Sylvia Fraser. 
“And you cao trust me when I say that, because that’s exactly 
the kind of first book I wrote. In turns of the many levels, all 
the humanity that went into that book, the fleshing out of all 
those chemcters, it was like her first book was the Bible..” The 
trouble with debuting with the Bible, Fraser continues, “is that 
it isn’t a book that suggests anywhere else to go. It’s complete 
in itself.” 

Characteristically, W&man went her own way. She TB 
turned to Enghd and worked part-time at the settlement 
house again. Then she won a Canada Foundation grant and a 
Guggenheim fellowship, so she moved to New York and began 
work on a play, The Lowbound, about Jewish refugee ships 
that had been tuned away from Western ports in 1939. Most 
of these ships were tilled with desperate a&rants given exit 
visas fmm Germany. cast adrift as a q&al way of testing 
whether those countries that had protgted Gemmny’s treat- 
ment of its Jews would actually do anything to help save them. 

To her astonishment. oo one wanted The Lovebound. “It 
was the beglmdng of 8 very important lesson that I’m’still 
learning, that there are some subjects nobody wants to hear 
about. We have a limited tolerance for discomfort, and art too 
is allowed to function only within certain boundaries.” There 
is a curious other-worldllneas that colouro Wlseman’s percep- 
tions. TheLowbound, BS written. was rou&ly four and a half 
hours long. and it was gmelllng in other respects. Since the 
play is from the perspective of the vlctllad Jews, they are 
portrayed as utterly human, while their captors become earica 
NTes, dehumanlzcd monsters. 

“I was stupid too,” she admits. mea&g naive.. “I decided 
to write a alay with the idea that it would ~nctlon similarly to 
Greek drama. where people gather to witness something of 
community importance reenacted in art form. It wouldn’t 
matter how long it lasted as long as it s&l what it had to say. I 
though, OX:, people could break for lunch and come back and 
continue the experience. Of course there \y&s no such 
COINnUllity.” 

She reflects less ruefully on another of her suppositions. In 
the early %Os, still in Winnipeg, she faured that since Thk 
Sacrifice was on university courses, she might land a teaching 
job. Eventually. she was offered a. course at Sir George 
Williams University (nor< Coocotxlie) in Montreal and then a 
full-time job at Maedonald College (an agricultural and edaca- 
tional affiliate of McGill). In 1964 she moved to Montreal and 
started witinp Cm&pot. When she finished it five years later, 
she was marrled, she’d just given birth to Tamam, and her 
husband was transferred to Toronto, where they’ve lived ever 
since. 

Thus. for almost hvo decades after the publicatkm of The 
Sacrifice, she “tit exactly into the coffin called the one-novel 
writer. I was considered a dead novelist, because 1 didn’t fit 
prwet patterns but insisted on writing what no one wanted.” 
When she tinally did produce awork that was at least in the ex- 
pected form - a novel - it was turned down more than 40 
time over a tiveyear period. 

Cm&rot was criticized for being too long. As her first 
theattic& endewour had illustrated, Wiseman doesn’t respond 
v;ell to editiy. She won’t let anything go out until it’s as tight 
as she can make it, and that’s it. (She admits this can be a 
problematic conviction, especially with respect to her plays, 



because theatre demands a more wllective approach.) “Adele 
has B tremendously strong sense of self, real faith and cc&- 
dence in what she’s doing,” says Waddington. “She said, If 
I’d wanted to write a shorter book, I would have.” 

Part of the difficulty was that Wiseman began with the idea 
of aanining the development of two parallel cbaraaem. 
Hoda and her son. Hoda is the proudly obese daughter of 
phpicaUy deformed immigrant parents. licr blind father con- 
stantly fJls her with stories detailing how he and her hunch- 
back mother saved their village from plague by their mdanp- 
live marriage in a graveyard. ln Winnipeg, the family is so 
poor that when her charwoman motha dii, Hoda takes 
money from schoolboys for sexual treats. So it goes until, 
utterly unaware she is pregnat, she gives bbtb one night to a 
boy whmn she deposits, with an ambiguous note implyi~ 
royal parentage. on the orphanage doorstep. 

“One of the things that interested M was what &es a 
strong human being,” says Wiseman. Hoda had ,,a strong 
sense of herself because she had a whole myth in which she was 
of value. whereas the boy, bt spite of the fanciful attribution 
of his paternity, didn’t have the emotional confirmation that 
would htwe made it believable to him.” What happened to the 
parallel structure, however, was that the reader’s interest 
stayed with the strong character, resulting in a gimpy novel. 
Eventually, inspired by some general advice proffered by 
Margaret Atwood, Wiseman cut SO pages. dropping much of 
the direct text about the so”, but retaining him as perceived 
through other characters. 

Tbe book is’still bii, imaginative, and brilliant. Like T/x 
Sacrifx& it has a life-affirming ending. ,,Hoda marries a con- 
castration-camp refugee who climbed out of a mnss grave, so 
she tinally does get love, acceptance, and B family. “It’s not 
exactly B happy ending,” Wisenun maintains, “but a survivor 
thing. Also a kind of ingatberbtg of history, since they had 
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both emerged from graves. That’s what Jews do: they pick 
thanselves out of the graver and go on: 

WITH hurtoAf16f L4uRENaa intercession, Cm&pot was pub- 
Ii&d in 1974 by McClelland 81 Stewart. It had no foreign 
reprinls. “Adele received B lot of criticism over the second 
book,” says Sylvia Fraser, “bceause it wasn’t the first book.” 
Certainly, it marked a dlstbta change of gears - written in a 
more experimental, looser style. The use of English in ?he 
S@fice was very correct. elsssical. Wsddington observes how 
characteristic that is of those raised in Yiddish-spding house 
bold.% the English was learned fmm proper English-speakers, 
teachers and from books, so that it’s very literary. Cmckpot is 
much more spontaneous. 

It is also in its way s book about growing up female by a 
woman author, and so a more vulnerable book - more. 85 
Fraser intimates, like B first novel. “It’s B fantasy,” says Wad- 
diigton. “It all makes sense if Hoda isn’t a prostitute.” But 
precisely by making Hoda B prostitute, the fantasy is undercut. 
She is a.” unusual fEure.. “I often feel as though she’s a” 
enlarged version of something in mysdf,” said Wiseman in an 
interview five years ago, “this great creature struggling to 
comeoutofme... some aspect of my own psyche.” 

Beviewing CmckpoI, Marian Engel mote: “Wiseman’s a 
strange writer. She doesn’t iit in, anymore than Hoda does. 
She is prolix and lifeloving, immensely strong, not like anyone 
else except in places Bashevis Singer. There’s no one in the 
country to touch ha unashamed fembthity and Jewishness. 
It’s a very odd combination and it’s magical.” 

The femininity surfaces in Wiseman’s red ha or in this 
wistful and mockii retleaion in Old Worm at Hay: 

For stss, I never wss one of those speda little girls I used to read 
about with such passionate envy. UIOIC star-touched moppets 
with the natural. spontaneous. untutpred gin of unerring 
response to IRUE BEAUTY . . . . I posed breathkssly before 
suwcts. I sought cawment windows (you try. in North Wbudpeg) 
thmugh which to hurl iruplrcd phrasea at tbe dawn. Use&s. My 
stockings ragged. I did not walk in beauty. I wss never to be one 
of there special people. the born elite of the world. with self- 
cleansIng fiimails. 
While Cmckpot uws camming between publishem. Wise 

man wrote an&her play, T~t&mdal Dba&, about three 
generations of a Jewisb immigrant family. Using Louis Bid 
and John A. Macdonald ss exemplars, the play chmnicles a 
struggle baween the poetic and the pragmatic, soul and 
materialii. Cultural integiation/assbnil&n comes to mean 
abandoning Biel-like idesls and dreams bt opting for 
Maedonald-style rapacity. It’s the voice of the prophet again, 
articulating moral outrage that society isn’t as humane as it 
could be. As with The Lowbound, Wiseman hasn’t yet found 
a producer; she published it haself in 1978. 

“The kbtd of world in which B play is possible for me does 
not timhaps e%ist,” says Wiseman. TesIimonial Dinner reads 
like a play to me. I visualize it, but this may simply be theatre 
of the head. I’ve come to nxognize that I have to do it this 
way. If it doesn’t work, it doesn’t work. It was certainly how I 
had to work out the problems I was dealing with. A novel, for 
balance and flexibility, has to be filled with cabbages and pota- 
toes, whereas with a play, you can dispense with that.” 

Getting here writing to work is a central strugBle for Wise- 
man. Although shecan function in what seems iike chaos-sit 
at the end of the kitchen table and work if she has to - she 
can’t simply dash off a fmt draft. “There has to be a sentence 
or two, a paragraph, a cluster, that feels right or I can’t 80 on. 
So often what I have is a cluster that feels rieht fmm here and 
a cluster that feels right from there. CmckGt &s witten in a 
reIatively eonsecutlw way the first time around. The stuff that 
doesn’t feel right is the crud off the top of your head. It’s what 
everybody else has written, what everyone else has thought& 
you. What I always imagined was if you wanted to be a real 



witcr. you make things up - which is oonseose. because peo- 
ple can wile very tine books other ways and,” she adds in an 
undertone, “more of them.” 

V&man turns with some excitement to her recent work. 
The form she’s chosen is rhythmic prose. “the last resort of 
the novelist.” Poetry by any other name, but sensitive to 
critical pigeon-holing of writers (“Miss Wisemao is rally more 
at home rich prose,” she says in an artiticial pitch), she’s de- 
cided to call it rhythmic prose. “There’s something wonderful 
about looking at the world this way,” she says, as she embarks 
on a long work about how we may be “print-outs of a complex 
mind” . . . “doodles ever incomplete” . . . %ystalllzed 
metaphor” . . . “almost mad with unrequited yearn-.” 

“We are very finite and limited structures,” she explains. 

“Adele ls a very mysterious person in many ways, although 
she doesn’t appear to be because she has thi wonderful 
warmth and motherly quality,” says Marlam Waddington. 
“But I think the real Adele is a very private person, and prob- 
ably shared only with her husband and child.” And her 
imagination. 

“I’m writing more quickly now, and more sure of what I 
want to say than for a long time,” says Wiseman. “I feel very 
comfortable with the forms; rhythmic prose coalesces my 
ideas, something large I waot to work on.” When she talks 
about hiding in her study, it’s with mischievous delight. “As a 
kid, I didn’t get on that well with other kids. Now I’m playing 
madly by myself.” 

“It strikes me as highly conceivable that there could be other A WEEK LATER. it’s Wlseman!s birthday, and the family is sit- 
wucture~ with completely different perceptual organ&&ion ting on tbe back porch, which juts out from the kitchen sons 
and knovledp. We’re limited to what we cao perceive. We see tiling. They’re polishing off a hearty brunch, discussing plans 
~xtrJrrrdinary transformations that we can only describe, not for the rest of the afternoon. The phone rbtgs - Rachel Wyatt 
csploio. A lot of my rhythmic prose is concerned with this lrnb wishing Wiseman happy birthday. She numbers many Toronto 
of rpccuhuion, which is apparently unacceptable - for exam- women writers among her friends - Wyatt, Waddington, 
ple, that there may be multiple worlds.” Fraser, as well BS Joyce Marsball and Helen Webnweig. 

It’s through writing that revelation comes. The past year. 
lbou9h .dle has been hectically busy as rvritwbwesidence at 
Concordia, has been extremely productive. After her mother 
died, Wireman felt she had been released from her “doll 
period.” freed to play, to take risks. She had enjoyed a 
remarkable relationship with her mother, who was an extra- 
ordinary woman. She was dying of caocer as Wiseman was 
wiring Old Woman at Play. At one point, when Wiseman 
read n parrage to her friends, her mother said, “See, Adele’s 
mal:ing_toad of me.” Exactly. Similarly, Wiseman has raised 
her own daughter. as Dickeos has it, by hand. She wouldn’t 
wxl: outside the home when Tamara was little, and she took 

Wiseman is wearing paint-spattered pants, since the festive 
meal was a break from painthg boo!&e.h that Do&y has 
just built. They’re in the middle of a clean-up campaign: if 
they can get enough books off the floors and tables and into 
bookcases, the house might be just tidy enough for a profes- 
sional mop squad to come through. 

The phone rings again - a nephew calling to join them for 
supper downtown. The day is getting too complicated . . . ar- 
range a delaying tactic, call back later. Wllman talks entbusi- 
astieally about a big tricycle, complete with a caged basket for 
Oscar, that Dmitry has fued up for her to drive. 

The family remains the centre of her universe. How’s that 
her ererywbere. Family responsibilities are real-life. for a Jewish-stereotype? 0 
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FiATURE REVIEW 

If - as some writers believe - ‘truly monstrous’ abuses 
of human rights are happening in Canada, 

what words will they have left if things get worse? 

The Writer and Human Rishts, edited 
by the Toronto Arts Group for Human 
Nghts. Lester & Orpen Dennys, 294 
;_y $14.95 paper (ISBN 0 88619 041 

THREE \‘WRS AOO. a group called the 
Tomnto Arts Group for Human Rights 
orgatdzed a coogress on the theme of the 
wlter and human rights. About 70 
writers, many of them victims of repros- 
sive regimes now living in exile in the 
West, hunkered down in Toronto to talk 
about what writers ooght to do in the 
face of the vast and frequently diabolical 
array of measures taken by governments 
to suppress them. 

In addition seven writers. who for ob- 
\vious reasons could not attend, were 
given a symbolic presence - a row of 
seven empty chairs marked with their 
names: Hamldo Conti of Argentina 
(disappeared); Ahmed Fouad Negm of 
Egypt (imprisoned): Vaclav Havel, 
Czechoslovakia (in prison, later re- 
Icased); Donald Mattera, South Africa 
(banned, the ban lifted in 1982): Vasyl 
Stus, USSR (labour camp); Yang 
Ch’ing-Ch’u. T&van (prison); Jorge 
nki0 S0m &am, Chile (internal exile, 
released just before the conference end- 
ed). Thehere wlters were all under the 
patronage of Amnesty International, 
and they gave the conference a focus and 
B sense of practical urgency, and 
prevented it from VeerbIg too far away 
from concern with individual, particular 
fa.%.. 

The Wnler and Human Rights eon- 
t&s B 8ood cross-&ctlon of statements 
made at the congress. Its main strength 
is that it reflects the widevtity of opin- 
ion that exists Gong writers on the 
writer’s job in a world where revolution. 
rccn~on, and eeosorship are daily 

Tbc dook’s weaknessa reflect weak- 
nesses that, for organizational reasons, 
were inherent in the conference itself. 
Maoy of the contributions are MO brief 
or too shallow to be perswlve. No 
serious attempt was made to deline 

By PAUL WILSON 

human rights, though the field is land- 
mined with conflicting definitions. And, 
while there were plenty of controversial 
statements. there was a remarkable lack 
of eye-to-eye argument and debate over 
them. 

The only real mntmvee~y to break the 
unnatural calm of the conference had to 
do with a proposal. eventually defeated, 
to add two more wlters. one from the 
Soviet Union and one from Cuba, to the 
symbolic list of seven. But the debate 
was held in camem. No member of the 
press or public was present, and the 
editors of this book, true to whatever 
oath was sworn at the time, include no 
reference to it. The reader is therefore 
left to piece together, from the evidence 
in the book, the kind of arguments that 
might have gone on had they had the 
chance to surface. 

One of the most important potential 
argllments in the book is related directly 
to the in awnem debate: the reluctance 
of many intellectuals to be too critIcaI of 
the Soviet Union and its client states 
because they believe it would amoont to 
suppotiiog Ronald Reagan. 

The problem is raised with admirable 
persistence by Susan Sontag: 

Like many Wrrtan intellectuals. I was 
once convinced of the justice of 
operating a double standard in certain 
circmnslances - for example Cuba. . . . 
[But] whatever our criticism of 
American imperialism and whalever 
dangers the Amerlln military machine 
poses to the world. we must operate the 
same kind of judgement everywhere. 
And by those standards, the slluation in 
communist countries is appalllng - 
much worse, in fact, than many of us 
were willing to admit. Worse. even. 
than under most countries cshl fascist. 
This is a tremendous reveladon . . . and 
I think it strengthens us: we are now on 
the right track we’re not applying a 
double standard any more. Our com- 
mitment is to the truth. 

Soot&s plain talk is complemented 
by eloquent contributions from many 
writers - Natalya Gorbanevskaya, 
Choong Tang Nguyen, Stanislaw 

Baranczak, Josef Skvorecky and others 
- who have had direct expaience of 
Soviel-style dictatorship, and these ax 
backed up by sensible statements from 
Western wited. like Alan Sillitoe and 
George Woodcock, who have not. Nor 
is there any lack of slings and arrows 
flung at the United States. Some of the 
most persuasive of these come from thi 
Americans themselves, particularly 
C&role Forehe on Central America and 
Allen Ginsberg on FBI harassment of 
the underground press in the 1960s and 
’70s. In such cases it is the coocrete 
evidence these writers offered, rather 
than their rhetorical abilities, that Is 
most persuasive. 

By cootms‘, some of the Canadii 
writers seem Iike voices whining in the 
wilderness. Too often, they seem 
animated by a sense of disconnected- 
ness, of irrelevance and frustration at 
not having more weight in publie affairs 
or at living in a society that, in their 
opinion, has only token amounts of evil 
in it. Sometimes contributions are mar- 
red by a tone of pehdance. Talking 
about how Canadian artists are contmll- 
ed through the marketplace and critical 
opinion, for example, Margaret Atwood 
grumbles: “Canadian books still ac- 
cowlt for a mere 23 per cent of the 
ov&dl book trade and paperback books 
for under five per cent. Talking about 
this situation is considered nationalist 
chauvinism. Nevertheless, I suppose \ve 
BE lucky to have any per cent at all; they 
haven’t yet sent in the marines, and if 
they do it won’t be over books but oil.” 

In “Revolutionary Writing in North 
America,” Rick Salutin says: “One of 
my main seoses of living ln Canadian 
society, or Toronto society, is an oogo- 
ing sense of embarrassment. And it 
comes particularly if I imagine. anybody 
looking from the outside (somebody, 
say, 300, or 500, or a thousand yeas 
fmm now, howwer long it takes to 
establish a society which has decent, 
humane, and rational arrangements for 
people to Live amongst each other), Iook- 
ing back at the way this society has 



chow” to live. I’m just horribly embar- 
rassed to be a part bf all this. A certain 
energy comes From that.” Salutin is 
obviously sincere, but I can’t help Feel- 
ing that it’s a sad thing For any writer to 
be able to say about his own society. The 
real question, of course, is who has 
failed whom? 

portly, I suspect, to give Canadian 
wirers o chance to demonstrate that 
they. too. have their crosses to bear, a 
panel was held on the topic of “repre~ 
sivu tolerance” -a phrase fmm the ’60s 
that no one seemed able to define. Josef 
sl;rorecli~ .~lis how our can be rcprer- 
sipe and tolerant at the same time. “The 
only sense I can think of is that kind OF 
spin&r tolerance some people display 
towrd any nonsense or pmvocativc 
stupidity whatsoever. An encounter with 
that kind of tolerance is always irritating 
and therefore. to me. oppressive.” 

Despite his caveat, however, most. 
Canadian writers on the panel plunged 
into the breach. Gaston Mimn, a 
Quebec port, calls tolerance “part of the 
ideological arsenal OF different 
bourgeois&” at its “most pernicious” 
v;hen it tries to co-opt the writer. Even 
Naim l&tan is unhappy: “The person 
aho tolerates.” he says, “considers 
himself endowed with a certain super- 
iority because he can reject ‘otherness.’ 
The very notion of tolerance is an attack 
on the dignity of men.” 

In response to such remarks. West 
Gcrmtm poet tend essayist Hans Magnus 
Enzcnsberger warns that repressive 
tolerance is “a dubious concept.” 

Thcrc is il tendency among writers to 
adop a P hining KNIN. a if Ihey were the 
par of wcitiy snd should be given some 
Lind of rrpecially delicious dog food all 
the time. I hawnoticed this tendency in 
my own country, and I am violendy 
z:ainq it. Our profession is inseparable 
from cumin risks. and as long as there 
rkl;r do not imply that I go to prison or 
that I’m persecuted by the police. 01 
,ha, I’m deprived of any means of pro- 
duction. some sense oi shame should 
inhibh us loom complaining too loudly. 

The confusion about what constitutes 
“real” repression climaxes in the diicus- 
sion on censorship. Canada’s Ian 
Adams (author of S: Portrait o/u SPY) 
giw:p a textbook demonstration of how 
rhetorical overkill can not only distort 
reality. it can actually eliminate thought. 
According to Adams, there are several 
levels on rhich “soccessFul censorship” 
exists in Canada. First: “State censor- 
ship cxistv on a massive scale.” (I should 
point out that Adams made these 
remarks on a panel containing two 
Czechs. a Russian and an Argentinian. 
all living in exile. and a South African 
and a Chilean. both of whom were living 
at home.) Adams cites two incidents 

“successFolly” sopressed by this all- 
pervasive censorship: the death of a 
Former Canadian ambassador, John 
Watkins, after interrogation by the 
RCMP, and the use of hallucinogenic 
drugs in mind-control experiments spon- 
sored by the CIA in the 1960s. Yet both 
incidents, at the time of the conference. 
had been written about extensively in the 
Globe and Mail. Yes, they had been 
covered up for years, but hardly ‘%x- 
cessFolly” repressed. 

Another Form of censorship, BECOT- 
ding to Adams, is people’s “enormous 
resistance to information about poverty, 
injustice. or about the activities of their 
own secret police. . . . That is a kind of 
criminal self-censorship that is built into 
society.” In other words, if a writer who 
serves up the naked truth (even in the 
Form of fiction) is not listened to, people 
- his readers - are not only to blame, 
they a~ in effect guilty of criminal negli- 
gence. It is not hard to see where that 
line of thought leads. 

Adams’s exaggerated rhetoric is dan- 
gerous not merely because it is poten- 
tially totalitarian. but because by using 
up all his linguistic credit and going into 
what we might call deficit criticism, he 
has bankrupted his ability to describe 

reality - the classic Fate OF all 
ideologues. If state censorship in 
Csnada already exists on a “massive” 
scale, if “truly monstrous” things are 
going on behind our backs, what will 
Adams have left to say if thing get 
worse. as they most certainly can? 

I dwell on the contributions OF some 
Canadian writers because it raises my 
hackles to see them picking at their scabs 
when so much of the world is in a truly 
disastrous state. Fortunately. their tone 
does not dominate, and for anyone 
wishing to know more about the pmh- 
lems facing writers in that world, The 
Wrifer and Hwmn Rights. even with its 
limitations, is a valuable book. Among 
others, there are fii contributions Fmm 
Nadine Gordimer on Sooth Africa, 
Jacobo Thkman on Argentina under 
the junta, Joy Kogawa on the Japanese 
Canadians, Eduardo Galeano on the 
imagination and the will to change, and 
Per Wiistberg on the source of a writer’s 
moral authority. 

The book is worth getting For another 
reason, too: all the earnings go lo 
.Amnesty International, to help in their 
work of bringing relief to victims of 
political repression. And that, in itself, is 
worth a lot. q 
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Since Daisy Creek, by W.O. Mitchell, 
JUac”lllla”, ass pages, $19.95 cloth 
(ISBN 0 7715 9817 3). 

N. o. ~FCHEU is the consummate story- 
teller both in person and on the printed 
page. The author of Who Hav Seen the 
J:7nd and the Jake and theKid talcs has 
take” some severe cha”ces in his latest 
novel, Since Da@ Creek. Novels about 
academics are usually not interesting 
even to other academics, and novels 
about wlters, failed or otherwise, are 
generally anathema lo the book trade. 
But in spite of the subject matter Mit- 
chell reaches deep into his bag of uicks 

whois able to csrry the show. 
Since Daisy Creek is a busy novel. A 

multitude of things are going on, some 
hilarious, some heartbreaking, but 
alv:ays entertaining. Colin Dobbs is a 
feisty English professor at Livingstone 
University - a” Jmnically named instl- 
tutio” bearing a suspicious resemblance 
to the University of Calgary, where Mit- 
chell has been writer-in-residence. We 
meet Dobbs at the lowest point of his 
life; he is in the hospital slowli recover- 
ing from being mauled nearly to death 
by a giant grizzly bear; he is divorced. 
estranged from his only daughter, and 
has given up fiction writing lo favour of 
tea&in& The grizzly that attacked him 
at Daisy Creek bar disfigured him both 
physically and emotionalJy. 

He supposed he was beginning to 
understand how a vmman must fed 
after rape. From now on. asleep or 
awake. he must live always with eppre- 
hension: he could never agatn bide from 
himrclf the posribility OF sudden attack. 
When tbe grJnty sow up Daisy Creek 
bad taken him into her embrace three 
months ago. she had educated him in 
termt. In correcting his foolish in- 
nacet~ce she had not quite destmwd 
him, but she had killed tmst For him. He 
I:ncx now that savagery had no geogra- 
phic limits, that dvilization excused no 
one from hormr. 

Enter his da-hter, Annie, as stub- 
born and petulant as her father; she 
bullies and cajoles him slowly back to. 
the land of the living. Along the way we 
learn the vlhys and wherefores of the 

disastrous grJzv.ly hunt, and meet an 
assorUnent of vividly drawn supporting 
characters. 

There are a number of wonderfilly 
comic sequences, among them a scene 
where Dobbs is pursued and seduced by 
a” overzealous female colleague, on a 
bed of term papers on the floor of his of- 
fice. Dobbs, it turns out, is aJlerglc to 
the woman’s perfume. 

With each sneeze they had moved in 
short spuurU ovu their bed of mid-term 
papers until now her head was against 
the bottom drawer of the filing cabinet, 
“0 to 2.” Tbir reemed to increase the 
thrust porn of the mecm. which now 
exploded in one long and unbroken 
chain. 
Another concems a loathsome old 

dog foisted off on Dobbs by a colleague. 
The dog electmcutca itself, but like Sor- 
row in HotelNew Hampshire, refuses to 
be buried. ends u” in the ftilv deco 
freeze, a& when &covered by 6obl& 
wife becomes the final straw that breaks 
the frail back of their marriage. 

On another occasion he peeks into the 
room where a psychotlc &e.duate stu- 
dent, appmprJateJy named Slaughter, 
who “couldn’t write home to his mother 
for money,” is to defend his master’s 
thesis, a” illiterate novel called The Red 
Messiah: 

His eyes had to adjust to the dhn Jiiht 
from the candles. A good dozen of them 
were fliikering From the book and 
magszine shelves and Ihe long table with 
the cross rising fmm the cmtre. It had 
to be live feet high and the crucified 
f~uure wss red except For the eagle 
featbet war bonnet on the hanging 
head. He heard clinking that was corn 
ing not From the tape recorder playing 
the chicken dance. bet Fmm the 
shadows at the far end of the table. 
Slsughterl, In breech clout and par- 
cupinc crest. with Feathers at his rump 
and hama bells eirdhtg his wrist. 
elbows and ankles. 
The novel is heavily satirical. 

Mitchell’s academics are pious 

r t 

hypocrites completely out of touch with 
reality. However, unlike John Metcalf in 
General Ludd. who scourges his 
acade”dcs until they bleed oatmeal, Mit- 
chell treats his almost with klldness, 
whaler it is the petty, incompetent 
EingJish deparunent head, the university 

p&dent who turns out to have a’phony 
degree but is kept on because he is a heJJ 
of a fund-raiser, or the white Indian 
named Whyte, head of Native Studies, 
who weais braids and buckskins and: 

. . . was zealous about his red m&Jon 

. . he had Fasted, done sweat baths. 
and Fat two months drunk only pure 
mountain water from a running stfeam 
- which meant he had picked up giar- 
dinsis. Colloquial name: beaver-piss 
fever. 
The novel is full of lovely reversals, 

subtle and not so subtle revenges, 
touching reunions, and ribald comedy. 
It is a novel about the love of fathers and 
daughters, the disFntegratlon of mar- 
riage, the pal” a”d loneliness of divorce. 
Dobbs has attempted to substitute bear 
hunting for all that Js missing in hl life. 
The later ehaptezs deal’with his obses- 
sion about recovering the hide of the 
&z.ly that almost JdJled him. In a par- 
ticularly poignant scene at a Christmas 
party, amid quotes from classical 
literature about the prowess of bears, in 
front of his jealous and back-biting col- 
leagues. he unwraps the hide and 
diiovers that the taxJdemdsts have 
replaced the “lm”“lotb glizzJy carcass 
with the hide of a fuzzy brown bear. 
Sllddenly the magnitude of Dobb’s in- 
juries are reduced; it is as if he has been 
mauled by Winnie the Pooh. 

There are also digressions into tie 
teaching of creative \vrJtblg. we get to 
sit in on writing seminars and hear 
Dobbs lecture bis students, espousing 
“Mitchdl’s Messy Method” which W.O. 
himself teaches at the Banff Centre. 

“Now hatis an invitation to you that 
will make it easier For you. Every day 
For a” hour - two - three - try to 
capture whatever floats to thesurfaceof 
your consciournar. That’s all I’m all 
asking you to do. It isn’t really writing. 
It’s finding. Each of you has a unique. 
stored psst. Until you prospect it you 
rannot know how Misticelly vabmbJc it 
may be.” 
Of course, “ot everyddng works. The 

many father-daughter scenes pose pm- 
bletns. Not since Hemingway’s Across 
the River and Into the i%es have 1 seen 
so many pages of pure dialogue without 
a hint of a he said or she mid. I can’t 
help but wonder if the father-daughter 
scenes were not once part of a two- 
character play. Many of these scenes are 
both repetitious and predictable, and the 
novel would have bee” stronger if they 
had bee” well-edited. 

The closing chapters, which satirize 
lawyers and the judicial systen~, and 
features the laconic Ar&Je Nicotine, 
Dobbs’s India” guide (who wilJ be 
familiar to readers of Vanirhing Point), 
are the weakest pat of the novel. The 
50th tLne Niiotine says Yiey-up.” I’d 
Like to stuff a moccasin in his mouth, 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Mitchell


and I’m sure many readers will feel the 
same. This section of the book is often 
tuu cute and too dependem on batb- 
mom humour. 

But compared to the strengths, the 
waknerses are minor. Since Da.@ 
Cwfi is everything we have come to 
expect of W.O. Mitchell; it is a” 
irreverent, touching, life-affirming 
novel. 0 

Ey IN. OWEN 

The Spnnlsh Doctor, by Matt Cohen, 
hlcClelland 6: stewvatt, 344 pager, 
$19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 2237 9). 

N*l-T COHEN. best lt”ow” for his tales of 
contempomry life in a” Eastern Ontario 
village, bus changed cum’se drastically, 
setti= his new novel in Castile, Pro- 
vcnce, Bologna, and Kiev in the 14th 
and 15th cemmies. To move fmm one 
kind of novel to the other requires a 
special effort on the author’s part; eve” 
v~hen the necessary research has been 
done, writing the historical novel brings 
into play a whole set of previously 
unused bnaghmtive muscles. And it 
must be said that Cohen moves stiffly 
and painfully thmugh il~e Spanish Dot- 
tar. 

Avmm Iialevi. his Spanish doctor. 
seems meant to embody the ambiguities 
of l.lth-ccntury Spain. He was conceived 
v:hen his Jewish moths !VBS raped by 
several of the soldiers of Henry of 
Tmstamua during the sack of Toledo 
after their victory over Pedro the Cruel 
in 1369. When he WBS seven, peasants 
from the surrounding countryside 
rioting agalust the Jews forced him, by 
threateniug tu murder his mother, tu 
wear lidelity to the Trinity; and from 
then on he was regarded as a Marran”, a 
convened Jew. Here my first doubt 
creeps in: would he have been so regard- 
ed? There’s no mention of a baptism. or 
sucestion that he aver went to Mass. 

Under the influence of a” agnostic 
Arab physician. Halevi studies medicine 
und surgety at Muutpellier, and returns 
tu Toledo in 1391. just in time for the 
first great outbreak of anti-Jewish 

violence in Cartile. He wins the friend- 
ship of Juan Velasqueq a wealthy mer- 
chant, by performing a successful 
Caesarean section on his wife. (This is an 
aaeptable invention, I think, though my 
Brikmdm informs me that the fbst 
recorded Caesarean on a living wumau 
was perfomwd in Switzerland about 
1500 - by a professional pig-gelds on 
his own wife. Jusl thought you’d like to 
know.) He also becomes the deadly 
enemy of the merchant’s brother, a 
sadistic cardinal of the Avigno” papacy. 
Returning to MqnQellier, partly tu 
evade the marital plans of hll first lover 
Gabriela, a successful businesswoman, 
he has a happy marriage them to’ a 
Jewish convert tu Christianity. which 
ends when Cardinal Velasquez brings 
about the death of the wife and one of 
their hvo children. Later he succeeds in 
murdering the cardinal in Bologna: after 
nine years’ imprisonment he escapes to 
Kiev along with Gabriela, ha daughter, 
and hi so”. Here he turns from scien- 
titic ratiunalism to devout Judaism, and 
from medicine to commerce. 

The events of this novel are sensa- 
tional, but not nearly as improbable as 
the events in Flowers of DarknLa, 
Cohen’s founh novel about life in 
Salem, Ont. Yet they carry much less 
convictlun. In a penetrating review of 
Flowers ofDarkneEs (Books in Canada. 
March, 1981) George Woodcock said: 

It is all. perhaps. a shade melodramatic. 
Aelualily is never like this. 

Bw is the actual always the real? 
Thai. perhaps. is the great question the 
art of fiition is always se, to pose. And 
the answer lies. surely. in how far we 
become willing hostages in the cuuntry 
of the mind a novel creales.. . . For it is 
the consirlency of the imaginaliw con- 
atmel, nlher than its likenar to any- 
thing in what we oddly call “real life.” 
that we in fact seek in Rcrion. And thsl 
kind of wnsirtency. It seenn to me. 
Mat Cohen has achieved. 

That’s superbly right, and it defines 
precisely what hasn’t happened in The 
Spanish Doctor. The author of this book 
had to imagine a world in which nothing 
that has happened since 1445 had bee” 
heard of; conversely, he had to convey 
many things, strange to us, that the 
characters would have taken for 
granted, as if the reader took them for 
granted too. The building of this foun- 
dation for his “imaginative construct” is 
not badly done. But the effort is ob- 
vious, and it has left him little energy for 
the creation of characters. The main 
characters don’t sweep us into a convic- 
tlun that they are living beings. Some of 
those introduced later - Avram’s 
French wife, their sun Joseph, and 
Gabriela’s daughter Sara - do flicker 
into life sometimes, no doubt because 
creation began to come more easily after 
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A BOY CALLED NAM 
The True Story of How 
One Little Boy Came to Canada 
Leo Heap3 
In spare and simple prose Leo Heaps 
tells the epic story of a small boy’s 
courage and survival as one of the Viet- 
namese boat people. The author met 
I\!am in Macao when he was working 
\vith Sourheast Asian refugees under 
the United Nations’ sponsorship and 
was insrmmental in bringing the young 
boy to Canada. $14.95 CIoth 

UNCLE JACOB’S 
GHOST STORY 
Donn Kushnq 
From the au&or of the popular 
chiI&n’s book, THE VIOLIN- 
MAKER’S GIF& comes thii fresh, 
original story &ch toucher on the 
universal themes of truth, friendship, 
and love. In r tale that tanm from a 
Polish village under the rule of the Czar 
to the busde of Broadway and Ties 
square at the turn of the century, a 
young boy learns dx true story of his 
great-uncle Jacob, rhe family disgrace.. 

$14.95 dotb 

ICE PALACES 
Fred Anderes and Ann Agranc& 
A unique, sumptuously produced at- 
book that relates the fascinating hiitoty 
of ice casdea whii were consttucted 
every wintet in such cities as Montreal, 
Quebec City and Ottawa. Illusuated 
with 100 black&white and 50 colour 
historic photographs, lithographs and 
paintings, this is a pioneer study of . 
these ephemeral maste@xes of archi- 
tectural art. 

$39.95 cloth 0 $22.95 paperback 

ROBINm 
The Dean of Canadian Lawyers 
Jack Batten 
In this fascinating poraalt of Canada’s 
most g&d counsel, the author ofQ+l 
COURT and LA’8YERS provides in- 
ttiguing insights into Robinette’s 
unique cowtmom skills and into the 
determination and brilliance that have 
placed him ae the top of hi profmion. 
It is a book in every way worthy of its 
subject. ? $19.95 cloth 

THE REVENGE OF TJ3E 
ROBINSFAMILY 
Created by Bill Adler 
W&ten by Thomas chastain 
You can win $2,000 in cash for 
the best solution to thii unusual mu- 
der mystety. With this exciring sequel 
tothebestselli.ngWHOKILLED-IHE 
ROEINS F-Y?, Canadian readers 
will be able to join the fun and the 
challenge in the seatch fot the answers 
to the eight murders in this suspense 
novel. Complete details of the contest 
rules are in the book. 

$12.95 doth 
URBANSCRAWL 
The World As Seen Through the 
Bemused Eyes of 
ERIKARITTER 
social commentary *tits most irrever- 
ent! These 24 hilarious essays from the 
author of the smash hit, Aummatic 
Pilot, and the creator of ‘Adult Phe- 
nomenon” on CEC’s Stem3 Mom&, 
deal with the flotsam of our daily lives: 
cellulite, answering machine& the state 
of being single. The passing scene 
sparks ana sparkles under Ritter’s ever- 
vigilanr eyes. $17.95 cloth 



DRAMATIC W-0. MITCHRLL 
Five Plays 
W.O. MitcheU 
For the first time 1yI.O. Mitchell’s plays 
have been brought mgether in one col- 
lection. ‘The plays...read like poignant, 
captivating short stories...& tmnsition 
(to the world of the short story writer) 
is remarkably fascinating, easy, and 
pleasant.” - windwr smr 

$7.95 paperback 

ATRIBUTETOONROF 
CANADA’S GREATEST 
IthuSICIANS! 

GLENN GOULD VARIATIONS 
By Himself and His Friends 
Edited by John McGreev 
\ylhen f?rst published in 1983 on the 
first anniversary of Gould’s de&, thii 
unusual tribute was praised fat its 
depth of content, its well-chosen photo- 
graphs and its handsome desii. Ori- 
ginal es.5aF by a doze” i”tematio”al 
f?gwes, superb magazine atticles about 
Gould, and several of Gould’s own fine 
essays make up dlis lmique expression 
of his life and att. “...hiihly i&r- 
marive, superbly crafted” - Vcmcouw 
Rotince $16.95 paperback 

NEW BRUNSWICK: 
A History: 1784-1867 
W.S. MacNutx 

A” Autobiography 
Norma” Vincent Peale 
Thii inspiring and hearnwming book 
from the author of THE FOWER OF 
POSITIVE THINKING is enriched 
wieh hondteds of rme stories and bii- 
graphical sketches illusrracing hi 
thenies ofcon8dent living and per- 
sonal &ectiveness as well as his 
buoyant faith in God. $20.50 cloth 

THR FAR SlDE GALLRRY 
Gary Larson 

The Untold Story 
John 8watsIcy 
The first inside look BC a fascinating 
enigma from the author of MEN IN 
THE SHADO\VS and FOR SERVI- 
CES RENDERED. Using hi amazing 
investigative techniques, Swatsky has 
tracked dmvn and interviewed 150 of 
the people who came into contact with 
Gounko &et hi defection in&ding 
interview with Gou:enko’s wife. In the 
proce.;s of telling their stories, they 
shatwr many I~~nds that have en- 
dured for years. $19.95 cloth 

To mark the 1984 biiente”“isl of the 
province ofNew Brunswick Macmillan 
of Canada is r&wing thii important 
history in a” attractive paperback fot- 
mae. First published in 1963, it filled a 
much-felt need for a good general his- 
tory of the early years of the province 
and in the in terxning years it has not 
been surpassed. $12.95 paperback 

At last, a tteaswy of the best of the in- 
spired “Far Side” comic panels. Gary 
Larson’s combination of the sophiiti- 
cated and the ouuageous has swept the 
country. This collection of over 600 
panels of macabre delights includes a 
full&our insert of best-selling posters 
and is sure to sate the most biirre . 
appetites. 

$21.95 cloth 0 $11,95 paperback 

My PRESENT AGE 
A Novel 
Guy Vanderhaeghe 
I” 1982 Vanderhaeghe’s MAN DE 
SCENDING won the Governor Gener- 
al’s Award for Fiction. Now the hem of 
two of the stories in that collection is 
the protagonist in thii impressive fitst 
novel. Abandoned by his wife and hav- 
i”g quit his job, Ed is determined to 
simplify his life, but insterd his distaste 
for reality leads him into a web offan- 
msy and fraud that has tragicmnic 
consequences. 

$19.95 cloth 

From the author of dw miUiin dollar 
bestsellers -JONATHAN LIVING- 
STON SEAGULL and ILLUSIONS, 
comes a cosmic love story for OUT times. 
Richard Bxh found that one brilliant 
woman to set him free from B df- 
imposed prison, and he began a ma”+ 
forming journey - * magical diivery 
of low and irmnortality. $24.95 cloth 
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mcleUand and Stewan 
wzmlycongratulates 

David Donnell, 
winner of the Governor Gene&g 

10~3 Poetry Award for hi8 book 
Settlements. 

We would also Iike,m congratulate 
poets chasmpher Dewdney, 

mthor ofiW&oorsoJtheAdom~bn, 
and Don MeKay. author of 

BinI&& orDeSliE# 
who were among the linalists. 

W-W FROM BREAKWATER 
(on-fiction 

UPON THIS ROCK 
The Catholic Church in 
Nxfoundland with a special 
section on the Pope’s visit to 
that province by Paul D’Neill 

$29.95 cloth 
Fiction 

MAUD’S HQUSE 
Bill Gough’s Maud is a 
character you mill never forget 

$9.95 paper 

i%OWULF 
A brilliant new translation 
from Gildas Roberts 

$6.95 paper 
Short stories 

BQUGHWDLFEM 
another perceptive and funny 
masterpiece from Al Pittman 

$16.95 cloth 

P.O. Box 2163 
271 Duckworth Slnel, 
StJohn’s. Nfld.. AIC 6Eb 

the foundations had bee” laid: 
I wish I knew enough about medieval 

Spain to judge the accuracy of Cohen’s 
picture. There me questionable details. 
The characlers drink a lot of (certainly 
anachronislic) tea and (probably 
snachronislic) brandy. That a young 
Jewish mercbanl like Gabriela should be 
so successful in conmwrce that a Chris- 
tian merchant of Toledo would pick her 
to be his branch manager. first in 
Barcelona and Lhen in Bologna, seems 
unlikely; if it did happen, you’d think 
most people would have found it extra- 
ordinary and said so. That educated 
Chrislions and Jews should speak as if 
they worshipped different gods (“Your 
God or mine?“) I find quite unaccepr- 
able. But generally Cohen se- to 
speak wilh authority, and I don’t know 
enough to challenge il. Just what was the 
posirion of Jews in Christian Spain 
before the oulbreak of pogroms in 13917 
Passing references in books I have imply 
that it was comfortable until then; 
Cohen’s picture, according to which it 
had been uncomforlable for some time, 
seems more probable. Anyway, he’s 
aroused my curiosily, and I’m grateful 
for that. 0 

REVIEW 

By EL WIN MOORE 

Real Placer nod imaginary Men, by 
Barry Demprter. Oberon Press, 174 
pages. 323.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88750 524 4) 
and $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 88750 525 2). 

A Mouth, Organ for Angels, by 
Robert Gibbs, Oberon Press, 96 pages, 
$17.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88750 512 0) and 
$9.95 paper (ISBN 0 88750 513 9). 

~wxu.u~~ IS a running impoverish- 
ment of possibility,” wrote John Up- 
dike, a peer best known for hi prose. 
Now a young Canadian poet, Barry 
Dempsier, and a middle-aged Canadian 
poet, Robert Gibbs, appear simul- 
taneously with prose works inspired by a 
conviction identical 10 Updike’s. Both 
champion the dream against the real - 
the open, the unknowable, Ihe 
marvellow, against the closed, the 
familiar, the mundane. Perhaps poets, 

more than most people, hate Lo see eter- 
nity hashed inlo mindes. 

Though Dempsrer and Gibbs are both 
partisans of the magical, they use dif- 
ferent tactics. Dempsta, full of young 
vieour. confronls. His habit, shown 
e& in his book’s title, is to set oppo- 
siti face to face. The heroes of his eight 
short stories want and fear transfor~a- 
don. A squeamish Canadian student 
tries to undprstand misery, filth, 
spiritualily. death, and river burial in 
Calcuua. The residents of a slumbering 
town suffer a vision of the loveliness of 
bulterflier that changes their lives. A 
man walking home with a bag of Big 
Macd meets an angel. 

Dunpster’s style is bold, word-happy 
and idea-happy. His best pieces (“The 
Hunt,” “The Ever-Present Moon,” 
“Barry’s Bay”) are so superior 10 rhe 
worst (“The Beginning of Klaus 
Berber”) that a reader imagines them 
written years apart. His language 
bounds abruptly from the wnversa- 
tional to the highly &native: “Or 
maybe it was Barry’s Bay. He’d be so 
open there., so personal, BS if by unbut- 
toning his shirL and breathing wide and 
deep lhmugb his lungs, his hearr had 
ascended both neck and lhroar and was 
inflating conversadon like a bicycle 
pump blowing up balldorm.” 

Dempsler’s dialogue (like Shakes- 
peare’s) may seem truer to feelings than 
to speech. Often he over-wiles, hits 
false now+. or leaves participles dangling. 
like fluna soaahe!hetti. Yet his virtues corn- 
pensate:th&c include cunning, a lively 
inleliigence, freshness, and lhe ability to 
write with affection and force. Above all 
is his willingness lo take risks when deal- 
ing with things that matter. His book 
concluda with this IO-page story: a 
woman sees, loses sight of. then sees 
again borh the moo” and thesoul of her 
lover, a ma” named Ronald who is driv- 
ing their car home late at night from a 
Peterborough-area cottage to a Toronto 
work week. I like the assurance and arbi- 
trariness with which Dempster relates 
this fanciful, unfashionable, and suspect 
event. 

Barry Dempstec meets realily head- 
on. Roben Gibbs ma&u subversion. 
Gibbs dispatches & possible (in plain- 
clothes, so to speak) to infiltrate acwali- 
ty’s strongholds. A Moulh Oman for 
Ang& tells the fantastic adventures of a 
black-haired hoyden ,named Madeline. 
She loses her parents in the book’s first 
paragraph: 

If was Dr. Doris who brought me here 
to live with Aunt George and Aunt 
Louisa. That was the day my mother cut 
off her hair. And painted a clown face 
on with lipstick. And rent out to look 
for my father. My father she knew very 
mll had gone mvay to the North. To 
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wark and ear” lots of “wney for us. But 
she wcm out that way just the same. 
Madeline finds herself in a Saint John 

boarding house. Its balls and stairways 
extend uncannily to far streets and an 
earlier time. Madeline is threatened and 
befriended, keeps nwviw, finds her lost 
dog Gingercat, seeks her home, and en- 
counters a da&g succession of colour- 
ful people exuberantly named: Grover 
Poppk, Miss Thmstle, Mortal Costello, 
Reverend Mr. Wing Hum (of the 
Church of Happy Hope), General 
Uphsm. Angel Flitch, Morgan Hom- 
beam, Eels MacChdre. And so on. 

In literary terms, Madeline is a descen- 
dant of Alice in Wonderland, Huck 
Finn, Anne of Green Gables, and 
perhaps even Pippi Long&eking. But I 
don’t think this book succeeds in the dif- 
ficult feat of appealiw to both adult and 
juvenile readen. It has the feeling of a 
maze populated by jack-la-the-boxes;it 
doesn’t deepen emotionally; we get more 
characters, instead of more character. 
And Madeline’s sentence fragments - 
for Gibbs keeps faithfully lo her voice 
and viewpoint - soon wear on a 
reader’s ears. 

But there’s much that’s charming. in- 
cluding the enormously fat, cider- 
drinking poet Flowers C&ill (wvhosc 
name oddly echoes that of Gibbs’s 
fellow: New Brunswick poet, Fred 
Cogswell). Here’s a Coghill poem: “Llt- 
tie bird, little bird, why don’t you fly?/ 
Your wings are your own and so is the 
sky.” 

**That’s real nice,” says Madeline, 
and she’s right. 0 

REVIEW 

&y GEORGE GALT 

The Gnlla: A Czmadlan Odyssey, 
Volum 2, by H.B. Timothy. M&‘&l- 
land B Stewart, 221 pages, S24.95 cloth 
(IBBN 0 7710 0454 4). 

ALlxAiweR lw.ocn 0Al.T. one of mu 
least understood confeduation pollti- 
cia”s, has for smne time been a Likely 
candidate for a definitive new bio- 
gaphy. Oscar Skelton’s Life and Times 
is outdated, both in its prose and pew 
pcctlve. The,- of sir John A. as 

clairvoyant nation-builder has over- 
shadowed the vision and accomplish- 
ments of hi political. contanpomrles, 
ami skewed our readiog of the period. 
Gait was certainly Maedonald’s intellee 
tual equal or better, and his fomzast of 
Confederation long preceded the first 
prime mlnister’s. It WBS Gait who in 
1858 made the fim detailed proposals of 
a Canadian federal union. 

Hamilton Timothy, whose life of 
Alexander’s father John Gall appeared 
in 1977. attempts i” this new book to do 
justice to the so”. For ZOodd years he 
has been knocking on Gab doors across 
the country and squbxling away Gait 
family papers for what those of us who 
observed the acarcli thought would be a 
monumental and. exhaustive biography. 
(A.T. Gait was my great-great uncle, 
and I runember Timothy making the 
rounds of Gait family houses in Man- 
treal in the 1960s.) His book puts a 
cotxently argued case for Oak’s seminal 
role in Confederation, but its picture ofi 
the ma” b pale and sketchy. 

Timothy- has marshalied all the 
available facts, has culled piles of letters 
and other documents acquired fmm 
A.T.‘s derendants, and appears to have 

much as mentions the “ame of Oak. but 
he bar faiIed to breathe life into his sub 
ject. This is in pmt, I suspect, because 
his search turned up insuffciimt material 
reflecting on his subject’s private life 
outside buslneas and pcdltics, but also 

logical insight 1;1d -makes little 
convey what it was like to be inside A.T. 
Oak’s skin. What was everyday life in 
Sberbmoke a”d Montreal like for a” 
entrepreneur and poll&la” between 
1840 and 1890? What WBP the shape and 
feel of A.T. Gait’s bnposiag house on 
Montreal’s Mountain street? (The house 
was still standing when this book’ was 
researched.) How wealthy was he? 
Where dii he rank in the social and 
eeonoti s&me of things in Montreal 
during those years of growth unparal- 
leled i” the c&y’s history7 Largely ig”or- 
lna these and similar questions. the book 
ls’almost entirely be&t of a sense of 
social context. 

where Timothy succzxds is In eluci- 
dating Gait’s role in the political process 
that prepared for a Canadian fedem- 
tfon. ‘There have bee” many putative 
Wtbers of Confederation,” he writes, 
“but the real Father of Confederation 
was Alexander Oak.” I” the sense that 
Oak pushed for a federation while as 
late IUI 1864 Macdonald opposed the 
idea, and in the *“se that the early 
reaolutlons drafted by Gait bore a close 
reswnblance to and were clearly blue- 
prints for the fml federal &u&e, 
Timothy% is a fair assessment. Cattier is 
on record as crediting Gait with his co”- 

version to the federal project. and Car- 
tier was the llnchpin of the operation. 
When he joined the pre-Confederation 
Macdonaldcartler administration as 
finance minister, Gait made his accep- 
tance conditional on the govermnent*s 
adoption of his 1858 federal proposals. 
In all these ways he was the leading 
mover of the federal idea. 

Still, while Gab has bee” neglected as 
a prime intellectual and moral force 
behind the. union, he am take only a 
share of the credit for its political bnple 
mentatlon. The messy work of party 
politics “ever appealed to him, and while 
hc joined Maedonald’s fmt cabinet 
(agal” as finance minister), he preferred 
to run as a” independent rather than 
advert&c hiielf BP a Tory. Unusual in 
Canadian politics, he \ms a man of prln- 
clple who resigned from public office 
rather than fudge his position. Cornpro- 
mise, however, and not moral rectitude, 
was the glue that pasted Canada 
together, which is precisely why & 
don&l and not Oak mains the pre- 
eminent politiciadof his time. 

In mid-career Oak was as energerie 
and successful as anyone in Canadian 
public life. He had established himself i” 
the business community as a railway 
pmmoter and as commissioner of the 
British-American Land Company, 
which opened up Quebec’s Easter” 
Townships, and the” had demonstrated 
a flair for public fmanee as inspector 
general (finance minister) of the united 
Canadas after 1858. His diplomatic 
skills, exercised on various missions in 
London and Washington in the 1860s 
made him the obvious choice as 
Canada’s first resident ambassador 
abroad. He was appointed high conunic 
sioner in London in 1879. a post he held 
without much personal satisfaction undo 
1 PII.3 
-111. 

For the last 10 years of his life, Gait, 
in partnership with his son Elliott, pur- 
sued liis business interests in southern 
Alberta. Timothy’s book purports to be 
a joint biography of father and so”, but 
Blliott’s life is little more than a brief 
business history, fdling less than two of 
12 chaptess, of the North-Western Coal 
and Navigation Company. established 
by father aad son to exploit the coal 
deposits around Lethbridge. When A.T. 
Gait died in 1892 the coal business had 
yet to show much profit. but when his 
so” sold out to the CPR in 1907 he is 
reputed to have made a pile. Timothy 
adds nothing specifx to this vague 
reputation of wealth. 

There ls a dllrrrrsing antiquated feel 
to the prose in this book, and to its 
approach to historiography. A careful 
reader can only be infuriated by the con- 
tinual quotihg and footnoting of sew”- 
dary sourras, as if the author, lacking his 
own powers of judgment, had to turn 
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Gerald Friesen 

Native leaders, European 
for traders, immigrant farm 
families, Alberta oil barons, 
and political reformers all 
play a part in this long- 
awaited history of the prairie 
west. Friesen covers four 
centuries of human*xperi- 
ence with authority. clarity 

every fnv - to the Likes of W.L. 
Morton and P.B. Waite for advife. And 
although it’s good to see use made of the 
papers Timothy has ccdlected - and his 
sexvIce in amassing the d”cuments and 
rounphaoi~ Gait’s role cannot be 
dismissed - of the man behind the 
politics little has bee” revealed. 0 

REVIEW 

resul*i, pilis you up short.” he discovers 
that “the world has become wild 

By DOUGLAS GLOVER 
sgai”.” 

Thii is the pilgrim’s reward, yet it-is 
vouchsafed few of the writas in View 

and unexpected insights 
into the relations between 
the prairies’ peoples. 
$24.95 

University of Toronto Press 

Fliiht to Attiwapiskat.” Approaching 
Views fmm the North: An Anthology a” isolated Cree villae in a crippled air- 

of Travel Wrlling. edited by Karen craft, she inmgines l&self ona voyage 
Mulhalleu. Porcupine’s Quill, 59.95 toward death, “the rim of the 
paper (ISBN 0 88984 061 X). world,/whcre distant lights broke 

through and something/f&d us. Then 
TRAVEL WRIT~NO at its best partakes of at the edge when we were stamped/and 
thearchetypal hnaged of the pilgrimage ready to go tiQU& we uwe turned 
and the quest. It “sea geogmphy as a back.” Itwitably, descending out of her 
metaphor for time and the journey aS a dream-quest, the traveller returns to 
model of soul-making. earth, though her memories remain. 

In recent years, Canadians have pru- Nothing like thii happens to Antams 
duced fine examples of the genre. The Sileika as he conseientiuusly follows 
first that canes to mind is Days and (backwards) the route taken by medieval 
Nigh& k CalcuIta, that masterly cm- Christians on their way to the shrine of 
tmpuntal narration of a trip to India by Santiago de Compost&. With a” urn- 
Clark Blake and Bharati Mukherjee. 
Little in Views /mm fhc North ap_ 

brella under one arm - he sunburns 
easily - and a” “mead copy of 

proaches their hiih level of achievaent. Pilzrim’s Prow&% under the other, he 
To begin with, the subtitle of this hunts fur rev&ion in the embrace of an 

heterogeneous collection of poems. American expatriate anthropologist who 
diaries, short stories, essays. and gives him a questionnaite to lill out and 
memoirs ls misleading. Several of the locks her bedroom door against hi 
selections are not travel writing at all. sdvanees. 
Distinctions can be blurred. definitions Wewsfnm the North is a chsllensing 
stretched. But do we really want to cdl a book -it poses more questions than it 
story about Robert Browning dying in a~wers. What is travel writ&? How in- 
Venice travel witing? If we do, then cluJive should a” anthology be? I found 
librarians will have to start filing Moby myself working back and forth thmugb 
Dick under Ocean Tours. the text grouping selections for cum- 

Yet. the auestion of genre aside, there 
is evi&xe in this colle&on of high an- 

parison and contrast with so”wtb”e~ 
surprisl~ results. For example, place 

bition and a certain dog_wd competence MacEwen and Magown next t” each 
- even flashes of ex&ment tid per- other and suddenly MacEweu’s story 
ception. Owendolyn MacEwe” has con- becomer a mndc feminist critique of the 
rributed a delightfully chatty vignette 
about havelUng in the Miie East. Her Or read all the diary t&ther. 
medium of cultural exchange is the se%- In general, I consider the diary a de 
ual misunderstanding. As she stumbles based form of travel writing, sketchy 
haplessly through the Holy Land, the and unshaped. Yet P.K. Page’s Brazil 
natives beat her, stone ha, and offer journal Is exanplary - terse, preck. 
dirty weekends in Haifa. The climax of and authoritative. The renmhdng select 
her tie is the sudden apparition of a tions suffer by contpariso”, especially 
King Street tmlleycar in the middle of Ken Norris’s “The Better Part of 

Calm, an image of Toronto the Good 
shining like the Grail itself in the dust 
and heat. 

Robin Maeowvan’s “Zambia” details 
the traveller’s encounter with a native 
prostitute. This is a strong, suspenseful, 
sometimes self-mocking narrative that 
ends with a surprising and touching 
denouement. After stealing away from 
her bed early in the morning, the 
traveIle.r has a moment of revelation and 
retums tu spend hi remaining hours in 
Lusaka with the girl and her fondly. I” 
the clash of lawwe. culture. and sex, 
he has moment&Iy&hieved aspeclep of 
tranxendenee. “Not knowing awthiug 
and uot wish& to: because self- 
knowledge, whatever the long-term 

fmm the Norlh. Paulette Jiles c”me.s 
close in her wry, exuberant poem “Night 

.?z SD&r I” cmtia. OcWber. 195l -.. ~. .._. _ -.-____-~.-l_--~-_..I._.__.-CI--- _.._- -.- -. 
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Heaven,” a self-consciously ingenuous 
accouut of a ramble through Tonga 
wittcn in a style pitted with cIlch& and 
facile colloquialisms. 

Agaln. juxtapose Roy Kiyuoka and 
Sam Solecki. Both are sons of immi- 
8rants who travel with theh fathers back 
to the fatherland. In both cases, the 

alive. Iiiyooka describes a wonderful in- 
cident in a Japanese eel house where his 
father drinks himself into triumphant 
oblivion to appease a local god. Yet it is 
Solecld who seems most aware of the 
wndmus compkxlty of his father’s 
transformation and his am inadequacy, 
the stran@s loss of self and the reality 
of the strange. 

I can’t say that Viewsfrom the North 

tion’it de&&fed. Originally, it appeared 
as a double issue of Descant - one getp 
the feeling that the subtitle was tacked 
on as an aftertbouaht. aivine a false bu- _ ._ 
pression of unity. The bookb also badly 
in need of an introduction oraaubzlna its 
~tuious themes and fonus. E6n the &I- 
trlbutors’ notes at the back are in- 
complete. BI read with a certain 
amount of good will and an ear for 
unexpected echoes and resonances, it’s 
still worth the price of admission. 0 

Ey GEORGE WOODCOCK 

hulnkcmct?s of a Bu”8le by One of 
the ffiunglsr~ edited by R.C. Ma&ad. 
University of Alberta Press, 324 pages, 
s9.95 paps (ISBN 0 88884 077 3). 

discover that the Northwest Rebellion 
book boom has been even more quickly 
off the mad: than the Orwell boom. The 
flood of books and articles relating to 
Nineteen Eighty-Four did not seriously 
baglu uutU fairly late in 1983, but the 
publishers were already at work in 1983 
with items relating to the avems of 1885, 
and the flow is building up in 1984 t” 
what threatens to become a positive 
sprii13 tide in the anniversary year. New 
bool;s are planned; hitherto untmus- 
lated books like Oiiud’s massive Le 
m&k canadien will be appeaw for the 

lint time in English; works eontern- 
pm’ary with the rebellion are being 
reprinted; and unpublished accounts are 
beina dua out of the archives and 
pres&tedb the publie for the first time. 

Reminkcenca u(r Bungle by One of 
the BungrerJ combiiea the last two cate- 
gcuk. Reminker~ces 01 a Bungle, by 
Lewip Redman Ord, was fmt published 
anonymously I” 1886. The two i@ms 
accomwwina it. “The Dllrv of Lll- 
tenant’ R%- &.vsels~~ bi Richard 
Scowall Cassels and “Notes on the Suu- 
pre.& of the Northwest Insurrectica?~ 
by Harold Penryn Rusdeu, have nut 
been printed h&o=. Together they pre- 
swat a fascbmtiug composite portrait of 
the kind of men who took part in the ex- 
pedition that Major-General Frederick 
Middleton led with such elephantine 
deliberation in the suppression of two 
simultaneous risllgs in 188.5. that of the 
M&is led by Riel and Dunmnt and that 
of the Crw Indians led by Poundmaker 
andBigBaar. 

Ord was a surveyor with considerable 
experience of the West who volunteered 
to serve in the Surveyor’s IntaUlgence 
Corps. Rusdeu, about whom almost 
nothing is kuovm, seems tu have bee” an 
Ontarian by origin who was farming in 
the West when he joined French’s 
Scouts, one of the irngular troops that 
formed part of Mid&ton’s army. 
Cassels was a typical Toronto patrician 
who eveutuaUy became one of the 
leading canadii corporation lawyers; 
at the time of the rebellion be was 
ab’eady lieutenant in the elite Toronto 
militia battalion, the Queen’s Own 
Rifles. 

The personalities and backgmunds of 
the three me”, as thdr narratives reveal 
them, are strikingly different, but a 

haps typify umst of ihe man - 
they were city clerks or old western 
hands - who took part in Middleton’s 
expeditio”. They were all aulateur sol- 
diers, and they were almust all origlually 
from ceutral Canada; This meant that, 
while they wae all bubued with the feel- 
big of late 19th-cent”ry ontarians that 
thev riehtfullv uwned the West and “we 
the&f& &lved to deal roughly with 
the Metis ‘&d India” rebels, tbay also 
tended to share that prickly inferiority 
complex whiih in those days ofteu 
separated Canadian Wasps from the 
British-born. Their attitudes toward 
Middleto” (whose pmfessional caution, 
aimed at minimidng casualties, often 

ly) varied from Ord’s “pan contempt, 
expressed with bitter sarcasm. to 
Cassels’ gentlemanly disapproval. 

He eerkhd~ seems to be a poor 
specbua: hvsr somv very queer thinp 
about his deals in horsetlfsb ad furs 

. ._i._l _a:L..-_ -.._._ -- __.__ ___~_.___ 

and ss far u his trvatmvi” of some of 
his off-. that is quite too dlacef”l. 
All the accounts are interesting In the 

usual way of soldiers’ diaries, seeing the 
trees very well. nut so good o” the wood. 
Rusde”, the only private soldll of the 
three - and obviously, tu judge fmm 
his spelllug and gmuuuar, a poorly edu- 
cated man - !vas also the only one to 
show an understanding that the causes 
of the rebellion lay as much in the uds- 
management of Iviacdonald’s pvem- 
ment as in the mall of Riel and his 
followers. Yet even he shared the nega- 
tive attitude of the others toward their 
opponents, so typical of white sadety at 
the time that one can hardly pick thetn 
out as especially racist. He tuok pan 
freely I” the looting by Frrnch’s Scouts, 
Boulton’s Swuk. and the other Ir- 
regular groups, which merely eonfinned 
the M&Is view of Canadians as 
predators seekii to pillage “ot only 
their laud but everything else they 
owned. and which laid the bask for eon- 
tblulne interracial reSrntme”k. 

Reminlffences of a Bungle is as much 
polemic as it is uanatlve. Ord sets out to 
expuse Middleton’s btcop~petence and to 
show how a guerriUa war cannot be 
fought effectively by Brilish generals 
with sclemtic brains, but does so rather 
unconvincingly because of his Uterary 

pare wiih him on campaign and rather 
to” freely borrowed its phraseology. 
Rusden wires a plain and quite vlgomus 

sion of life in a s&t unit &at se&s to 
have ape&Used in pillage and arson. 
But Cassels kept his diary with the gmce 
of a born travel writer, dewlbllpeople 
and Landscapes aud narmtiug incident 
with an ease and a vividness and enough 
idiosyncrasy to make one regret that 
when the campaign was over he wut 
back to his cas*~ and did not umke his 
expaicnces into a book. Whrit is iutrlgu- 
ing but fragmentary in the diary might 

have bee” made into the best partici- 
pant’s account of the 1885 rebellion. 

Yet the fact that Cassels produced 
nothing of the kind perhaps indicates 
fably clearly the difference between atti- 
tudes the”, when the rebelllun was 
regarded by white participants av little 
more thau an adventurous episode, and 
now, when we tend to see it far mom 
from the viewpoint of the M&is and the 
Indii,astbelastactinthetmgedyofa 
people, and therefore as resonating far 
beyond those few hundred men fghtlhting 
and sometlmas dying on the bullet-bittan 
hillside of Bat&e. 0 
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REVIEW 

By GK??NDOLl7V MacEm 

Cmtk. by Alao Lee and David Day, 
edited by David Larkin, Bantam Books, 
illustmted, 190 pages, $29.95 cloth 
(ISBN 0 553 05066 4). 

ALAN LEI! and David Lsrkin were, 
logether with Brian Fraud. the creators 
of the marvellous volume Fiwries, and 
from 1931 to 1983 worked with Cana- 
dian poet David Day to produce C&fla% 
The book is divided into three sections: 
“The Age of Myths,” “The Age of 
Romance,” and “The Age of Fantasy.” 
The reader is led through Celtic myths, 
Norse sagas and The Age of Chivalry, 
right up to Poe and Kafka and the 
modem fantasy writers Tolkiin aad 
Peake. 

In the introduction we are reminded 
that the castle, as well as beiag the cmtre 
of medieval life, was also “the whole 
world in microcosm. It protected the 
seat of earthly power, the throne. it coo- 
mined the symbol of heaven, the chapel, 
and it threatened with the symbol of 
Hell, the dungeon.” Lee’s magnificeatly 
evocative drawiogs and watercolours 
manage to convey the feeline that his 
mstles and the haontiag laadscapes that 
contain them are both the property of 
the terrestrial world sod the world of 
man’s unconscious -just as myth itself 
is a meld of actual history or natural 
phenomena with “bnagination.” 
coloors predominantly green Z 
yellow, ‘mnge in intensity from brooding 
forest darkaas to a stunning emerald 
tight one usually aswciates with dreams 
or the sun-drenched &lds of enchanted 
childhood. 

David Day’s text is wonderfully lucid, 
revealing the irmer workings and the 
enonnoos complexities of the myths aad 
fantastic tales that gave rise to the paint- 
ings without ever becoming bogged 
down in the sheer weight of the under- 
takii (as is often the case when writers 
of lesser talent attempt retellings of old 
tales and end up v&h pages of pmse so 
dense with unreadable and onpro- 
nounceable names that the reader closes 
the book in despair.) On the contrary, 
Day’s prose style is a delight - d&p- 
tively simple and beautifully straightfor- 
ward. cith sentences perfectly balawd 
in length and cadence to accommodate 

the thrust of the narrative. In short, pure 
story&Iii at its linat. This should 
come as no surprise to readers familiar 
with his poetry or his books The Tolklcn 
133;zav and The Doomsday Book qf 

I pat ;lown C7sUe.s after an aftemoon 
in which I felt I had been reintmduced to 
a world I’ve always known (indeed. a 
world we all know very well) but one 
with which it is all too easy to get out of 
touch. Sunlight, or wind, or water pour 
through the abaodoti moms in the 
castles of history or myth or the castks 
of the mind, aad in expezienciag this 
book one can almost hear the seawidd 
whistling around the turrets of some 
citadel by the sea kad the sound of waves 
crashing against the gxxat m&s on the 
shore. 0 

REVIEW 

A Place to Sland On: &says by and 
hboul Margaret Laurence, &ted by 
George Woodcock, Newest Press, 301 
pages, $7.95 paper (ISBN 0 920316 66 2). 

problematic ancestries, Margaret 
Laurence is an institution and ao 
academic industry. Perhaps it is appm- 
priate, then, that the industrious institu- 
tion known as George Woodcock should 
have been chosen by NeWest Press to 
assemble this fourth volume in its 
Western Canadian Literary Documents 
series. Of course this strategy courts the 
daagm, which the collection does not 
entirely avoid, of producing a merely 
comfortable seleelion of usays rather 
than a vobme of commmt& that will 
get us third ring in new ways about 
i.aurence’s work. Newest might well 
reply, however. that its intention is to 
offer a reliable sorvev of Laurence criti- 
cism - one that &leas her consider- 
able achievements as Africaa writer, 
critic of African writing, essayist, and 

2.t aoal;s,jn cmad”. Ocmtw. w2.l 
.:-? .-.. -.. - ->,.--.-: _---.-.-.-___:_ _.___ y __._ _.___ 

.~_._.-I_.~,_.__..-_i._..-.-_ _.... .- __._. 

duce a guide lo potentially cballe&ing 
iasiahts. 

‘&is reasonittg would explain the 
inclusion of nine essays that were also in- 
cluded in W.H. New’s Ma@aret 
Lauence: the Writer and Her Critics 

(1977) in McGraw-Hill Ryerson’s 
Critical Views on Canadian Writers’ 

of essays such as th; uninsp&d but 
informative examinations of The 
Divine by Marcienne Rocard and 
Michd Fabre. Harder to understand is 
the reprinting of Laurence’s lengthy rave 
review of Woodcock’s ‘own Gabriel 
Dumont. Her last two paragraphs on the 
Metis hem as aa ancestor for all Cana- 
dians constitute a commentary on tea- 
tral portions of The Diviners, but 
including the rest of this generous piece 
cornea close to appearing self-sewing. 

In all, six of Laurence’s own essays 
appear in this volume, including three 
that were not collected in Heart of 0 
Slrunger (1976). These three treat the 
craft of her fiction, and together they 
demonstrate that Laorenee is a terrific 
writer, but also that she is no critic of 
technique. We notice thii too in the 
several interviews tranwibed in the col- 
lection. She is helpful and apparently 
open when sharing in thematic explica- 
tions or revealing morsels of autohio- 
graphical interest. but she detlnitely 
shies awav from discussine the theor- 
etical imp&ions or the fix&r points of 
ha craft. No one should exoect her to be 
willing to discuss techsque in an 
abstract way, but too many critics. who 
are well represented in this volume, seem . 
content to follow her lead aad to con- 
centrate primarily on thematic features 
of her work. 

The most notable exceptions to this 
tendency are George Bowring, whose 
essay on A Jest qf God is as fresh today 
as it was 13 years ago, and W.H. New. 

ThLe StoneeA&i could serve as models 
for the kind of formal Laurence studies 
whose time has come. Many cormnen- 
tators can tell us that the African 
writings, like the later work, examine 
identity, exile, and cultural transforma- 
tion, but New shows how these themes 
work on the level of language. His essay 
on voice aad language in The Stone 
Angel is similarly complex and ilIumi- 

how Laurence makes her magic work. 
Let us hope also for more mature 

commentary on the relatively neglected 
A Bird in the Howe and llre Fire- 
Dwellers. Eva if they ax indeed the 
lesser works that the amount of critical 
attention paid them would suggest, sarb 
ly Laurence’s central position in oar 
literature will motivate some clever 
academic to explain why they are less 
soccewful or Ierr interesting thaa the rest 
of the canoa. The distribution of essays 
in this collection and the eatrig in the 
useful bibliography appended to it sag- 
wt that few critics have yet attempted 
to do so. 0 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=David+Larkin
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This lalesi addition to Ihe 
famous “ConnectIon” cooking 
series combines flavour, facl 
and folklore In a celebration 01 

;b$houi, paperback 

“m book] focuses on one of our greatest 
endangered natural resources, biological 
diversitp upon which man’s survival and 
sense of himself depends. E.O. Wilson 
renews s sense of wonder down to each 
micrometer of nature’s world.. . A delight- 
ful book.“-Michele Perrsult, Sierrs Chb 

Harvard Universit 
%A 79 Garden Street, Cambridge, 
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Tks Hewed Out Light, Russell Thornton. 
Love poems expressive of a wide 
spectrum of human relationships, in 
words with wings. 100 pp. 1984. $7.95 
pa.; $18.95 cl. 

Car!re&&, Diane Dawber. Poems of 
life in rural Ontario but universal in 
appeal and in language we all under- 
stand; tender, ironic, sometimes biting 

tone. 100 pp. 1984. $7.95 pa.; $18.95 
to your favourite 

bookstore this Oaober $18.95 cloth 
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REV7EW 

By BARRY DEMPSTm 

Intcrlanar, by Margaret Atwood, Ox- 
ford, 103 pages, S6.95 paper (BRN 0 19 
540451 3). 

Luno-Verse, by Catherine Aheam, 
Aya Press, 74 pages, $1.00 paper (ISBNO 
920554 3s ?0. 

MARGARET A~Y~QD is a poet of cold 
blue shadows. Unlike Atlas, she lifts the 
world from her shoulders and, as if it 
wrc a birdcage, covers it with sheets. 
‘I. . . This darkness/is a place you can 
enter and be/as safe in as you are 
anywhere.” From Susanna Moodie’s 
grave to the gloomy irony of You Are 
Happy, Atwood has claimed thii man- 
made darkness as her country. Poet- 
laureate of the dusk. her work has never 

bee” merely a map, bat. in turns. a dis- 
embodied voice, a text of braille, a sdf- 
help book. 

In Interlunar, her 10th collection of 
poetry, Atwood is in transition: a hand 
poised on a light witch, almost frozen 
them. The title refers to that interval in 
time between the old and new moon 
when the moon is invisible.. There is an 
expectation of light hem. yet, for the 
moment, the darkness is a closed closet, 
the world overwhehningly blind. 

Reminiscent, in both form and tone, 
of earlier “suiKs” (“Five Poems For 
Dolls” from Two-Headed Poems; 
“Sang6 Of The Tmnsfonned” from 
You Are Happy), Inlerlumr begins with 
“Snake Poems,” poems of pause and 
conJecture, somewhat prosaic, where the 
real and the legendary colliie in the 
shape of an orbit. As for essence. snakes 
are mu&ii than dolls, mom frightening 
than woodland creatures. Unexpectedly. 
the poenu proceed, following the spiral 
rhythm of thought itself: attitudes shed- 
ding their fears and predictabilities 
(“It’s hardly/the devil in yo”r garde”“), 
adjusting into commonsense beliefs 
(“Between us there is “o fellow 
feeling,/as witness: a snake cannot 
scream”) and then, once again, strayi”g 
into the fabulous (“. . . the authorities 

are agree&/God is round”), another 
twist to our ongoing need for &.’ 
From old wives’ tales to brand new 
fables, Atwood’s circles never break. 

Snakes, though, are o&an intmdao 

tie”, a technique, like a scary movie 
score, to set the mood as dark and 
threatening. Inlerluncrr continues with 
serpent images of shedding tmd peelins 
(“soft moo” with the rind off”; 
“sausages on peeled sticks”), the world 
pared down to its .hard black bones. 
Hem Atwood is “waiting to be told what 
to say”, specifically wait& by her 
father’s deathbed, waiting for a nuclear 
holocaust, waiting with a I‘. . . greed for 
some/stupid absolute”. for sonxtbbu 
to believe in beyond the prvmrious 
world. I” pawns Iike “The Heakr” and 
“The Saints” powerlessness has re- 
placed Atwood’s icy anger, and in a 
poun on hornets, nature is no longer a 
glimpse of Pa”, but a rough place in 
which to survive. “So far Wwherc 
we’ve gone/and no further” - typically 

LAST MESSAGE TO BERLIN is a World \%‘a~ 2 
espionage driller full of mzachery, mmmce, vcnge~ee 
and heroism, in which the stakes are millions of pounds 
sterling in gold - the entire reserves of wartime BnglPnd, 
despentdy “e&d to hay arms from A”Wics. 
“A” enommusly complicated yet coherently plotted 
novel, this book ddivers nonstop excitenunt a”d a “um- 

A riveting novd about world power politics, and the 
nadear arsenal that is’ ready to be u&&d. Dennis 
Jones inaoduced his talent last year with Rubicon One 
and confinns it this year with RUSSIAN SPRING. 
“A subject relativdy ignored in popular fiction is the 
internal politics of the Sovicr Union. Jones ffis that gap 
skilfolIy here . . . the book builds to a fmdy understated 
aad upserring climax.” - Publkkers Weekly $18.95 
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Atrvood, but with a dlffcnnce: she is 
nearly ptttiettt with OUT shadows, on the 
brink of something close to conununity, 
of hope. 

“The Words Continue Their 
Journey” and poets vanish I’. . . out of 
sight/. . . out of the sight of each 
other.” In “A Stone” and “The Light” 
we, the livlug, ae both nowhere and 
wetyrhcre. “You could be sad because 
there isn’t more& happy because there 
is/at least this much.” An interval of 
darkness has led Atwood to an act of 
choice. She M almost see in the dark (a 
talent that was just slighlly evident 
several books ago in poems about her 
daughter). Her imagery continues to 
squirm on the page, her voice is still 
prairie-like and hypnotic, her linb 
breaks maintain their rewnbhmce to 
amputated limbs, but something has 
changed. her soul is fllcketing. Despite 
the undeniable darkness. Atwood’s 
heart is visible: B firefly. a lighted win- 
;;;; r flashhght bcckoning in a pale 

There is no lasting existential darkness 
in Catherine Ahearn’s Luna-Verse. In a 
voice much more florid than Atwood’s 
(referred to in “Lovcsc” as ‘I. . . 
something between/Renaissance and 
Surrealism”), Ahearn’s rendilion of the 
moo”, more conventional than Mtuge 
Piercy’s “female moon.” is big and 
bright. a site of lumi~ous~ desire arid 
;:$g rontance. An unagutary “low 

,” Gerard and Marie Galante, 
profess their “undying, two-headed. 
one-bodied love.” They act out thdr 
passions in this book, “in a buoyant 
v/orld-apart, in a Luna-Verse.” 
Ahearn’s antbitlon is nothing less than 
to incar”ate love the way the moon em- 
bodies lllht. “The Word as the Paradise 
of Man/that is what I want to write.” 

What Ahesrn does write is cardinal- 
crimson. high romance (“0 Gerard, 
vxxm my till and kiss to cloudlessncss 
the sl:y of me”), a kind of Gothic of the 
gods. All breeds of mythic powers are 
summoned forth: from Pan to Beatrice. 
from Tarzan to Christ. Belief in love is 
synonynwus with belief in everything. 
As for style, though, Aheam is tcm- 
poral, unable to transccud a certain in- 
clemency of tone (“You opened me lihc 
a hot laureate peach”; “Eyes are but- 
tocks kissing un-/Assisted”); the poems 
tumbling together like bodies in a silent- 
movie embrace. 

Luna-V&e is, then, a matter of taste, 
for those who prefer their passion gran- 
diose. From soul-mates to infinity 
(“Where Do I Know You From?“), 
fmm desire to destiny (“Coessential 
Atoms”), the lovers’ hearts are shared 
“so time will not occur.” Ahearn’s heart 
is yearning to be timeless too: a full 
moo” in undiminished bloom. 0 

REWEW 

IQ JUDITH FIlZGaliX4.D 

Celestlsl Navigation, by Paulette 
Jiles, McClelland & Stewart. 137 pages, 
$12.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 4421 6). 

PAULETTE JILES~ third full-length 
publication contains much of her first 
book, Worerloo Express (Anansi. 1973). 
and a substantial selection of new 
poems. The effect of the juxtaposition is 
startling, demonstrating as it does that a 
consistent voice and vision have infomt- 
ed the poet’s sensibility over the past 
decade. If elements of her writing have 
changed, the direction can only be des- 
cribed as fast-forward. 

There arz six sections in Celesliai 
Navigcrlion. The first, “Waterloo Bx- 
press,” contains 21 pawns from the 
earlier collection. Of these, “Get Up in 
the Morning” and “Mass” stand out as 
exceptional examples of Jiles’s incisive 

abilities. The forma. fraught with a 
delightful system of double enhdre, 
turns on its axis and then turns again: 

I ger up in the morning rend check out 
my feelblgs. . . . 

I ona mmwrking my sim, 
nest &all nry memarks tihlm, 
of his stirring mngnirude 
like II cmwd of Lutherans in chumh. 
How I used lo low it! 
I fell in low with rhc reporls, 

Ihe prom&-s, 

The second section, “Paper 
Matches,” is the finest one in Celsliai 
Navigalion. Its 26 poems, including the 
title one, crackle with immediacy and a” 
energy-charged surface.. “Late Niiht 
Telephone” is electric: it drips with a 
taut edge of imny that goes on and on. 
“Hormr Stories” surfaces as a” intense 
and almost humorous examination of 
women’s vicarious impulses: 

Women talk abourpmpk dying. We do 
rhis comprrlriwly. . . 

All women believe they a-e 
Schebemzade. They believb 

rhey 100 will or we abow 10 die 
in burning bulldIngs. By tdllng ,hese 

tales ,hey 
dim,. II wm ofher people al, along. 
Now maybe wl,h rhe slory of rhe 
lmin wtzck you will lmve 
me alone. Dld I say o/one, 
ICI me rcsm,.? ,hn,, le, me 
begin again. 

Celes,,al Navigarion is a collection 
that derives its dynamic energy from 
Jilea’s skill with language. Whether she 
focuses on interpersonal relationships or 
interplanetary movements, all things 
flourish where she turns her eyes. At her 
but, there is none better. 

It is for precisely thii reason that the 
remaining four sections of Celestial 
NaviSalion jar slightly. The first two 
succeed because they contain deftly con- 
structed poans that derive much of their 
force fmm an inventive use of im- 
aginative language. Yet, by the third and 
fowth sections, “Griffon Poe”&’ and 
“Northern Radio,” there ls a sense that 
many of these poems (and prose se* 
tions) have cane into existence because 
of Jiles’s abilitlu 85 a phrasamaker and 
dislocator. “AS The Night Goes” and 
“Turning Forty.” u”fortu”atcly. offer 
much too much of the same. In “Living 
Alone? 

The eanh $o,ds up her g-. 
Sunrhine slrikev like the appemtm,m~f 

’ The oumm ls a piano, pIwing blues 
In green neon. The junked huisinks 
Into ,hc artus. . 
Take” wllcctivcly, many of these ..~. 

Ihem6?lvt!s. . poems ““g”t nave mstle me passage 
Idonllhinklhawevcrs~nbd~ fmm merely competent to truly great if 
Ill my I@. they had been edited more closely. 

The latter achieves resonance through its Jiles’s dependence on similes becomer, 
dependence on a dlsloeation of religious after the first dozen or so poenw 
imagery: downright distracting. Further, her 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Paulette+Jiles


repeated use of the traditionally slow 
verbs (to be, to have) points to a laziness 
in the poems that a poet of Jiks’s slature 
should have abandoned long ago, as in, 
“November Separate-s Everything”: 

dfcmo~* begins with Ihe feet, spreading 
like n nmwdc or fhwbi~e bmdwanis. 
The Lak like II r&spout, ir n&d 

and dose, 0 million shades 
of meal. 
However, these are minor irritations 

that can be overlookc:ed; on the whole, 
Jileo effectively marries form and cn”- 
tent with unlquc style. C.l&ial iVavi&= 
lion is a” impressive colleftio” of tiny 
stars that burst into poems. 0 

By ERIAPJ BARTLETT 

Mountain Tea, by Peter van Toor”, - 
n;fcCklIand 8r Sfcwart. 143 pages. 
BI2.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 8714 4). 

WC’ PCIETS arrange their poems as clever- 
ly ad lovingly as Peter van Toor” does 
in hfomtain TM. There’s an amusing 
moment in this collection when, after 
almost 20 consecutive sonnets, we turn 
the page and find: 

nwe’s silence, and there’s s/fence. 
And then the&s 

Then comer a 26-line sentence that fol- 
lows the wind around a city-yet after 
that, the poem still goes M, trailing the 
wind for mauy more turbulent. precise 
llles. It’s as if “Enough!” had meant 
Enough sonnets! Now for a chawe of 
pace, M explosion. In a different case, 
the poet’s vcrsalility shows when a “ina 
oart. 90line oocm is foIlowed by a 
haiku. 

Though van Toom lived his first 10 
years in Holland. the Canadian wilder- 
ness runs deep in his work. Often, his 
imagery returns to natural objects; 85 a 
new poem says, “Things spread tbem- 
selves before you when you think there’s 
nothing left./1 repeat it like a nursery 

rhyme.” Eve” without his titles “Moun- 
tain Lotus” and “Mountain Koa”.” or 
his uanslations of Li PO, Giusti, and 
Issa. we not& his attraction to prc- 
Christian modes of perception: “Ohe 
Easter Sunday the wind does not 
rise/blue in the face as Christ. the rising 
Jew/but as man of wind, wood, moun- 
tain, and dew.” Still, vsn Toom isn’t a 
naive copier of other cultures, or a pact 
hooked on one influence - as anyone 
familiar with his knotted, expansive, 
idiosyncratic essays knows. 

Wind has long been associated with 
the spirit, the word “spirit” having 
come from the Latin “spiritus.” mean- 
ing breath or air. Van Toom revels in 
wind imagery in such poem as “Moun- 
tain Easter” and Mountain Storm”; in 
“Mountain Ear” he calls trees “our 
livelong, streetlong, earthlong friends.1 
sharers in olir windyness.” In his most 
flamboyant tour-deforce, “In Guilden- 
stem County,” wind (“wawa”) rushes 
through the lines, which play in exu- 
beranl ragtime in honour of the Cana- 
dian landscape while laughing at 
themselves in vernaculars (“Rap up a 
srorm,/get laid like track”) and in 
grotesque fantasies (enough moose slob- 
ber “to humidify Parliament forever”). 

“I” Guildenstem County” is the title 
poem of van Toorn’s previous book, 
which is generously rcptesentcd in the 
firs1 third of Mounfain Tea. Youthful 
pyrotechnics, lush sounds, and ornate 
images we.rc more noticeable the”, 
classical prosody and poise more con- 
spicuous now. But the co”ne.ctions be- 
tween the older and the newer poems 
shouldn’t be @“ored. The newer poems 
have as much v&bal richness as the older 
poems have masterful control. I only 
wish the publisher had reprinted “Epic 
Talk,” a long poem with greater bearing 
on the new work - and a finer poem - 
than “Swinbume’s Garden,” in which 
the pyrotechnics do become too much. 

In “Dragonflies, Those Bluejays of 
the Water” van Toor” spins out dozens 
of charged, cornpelting lines on the ax- 
tivitier of two mating dragonflies. as if 
Henrl Fabre., having downed a bottle of 
pote.“t wine, became a poet. Yet among 
the newer poems. a similar sort of 
humorous, patient meticulousness ap- 
pears in “Mountain Steppers” and more 
so in “Mountain Fox,” which follows 
the trail of a fox as “Mountal” Easter” 
follows the trail of wind. Propelled by 
simple nouns and verbs, displaying van 
Toom’a love for the Anglo-Saxon roots 
of our language, this poem dramatires a 
voyage that slowly becomes a metaphor 
for a humble spiritual quest. 

The quests in va” Toorn’s poetry, 
however. arc seldom snmbrc, and often 
comic. “Mountain Harp,” which 
depicts a poet typing obsessively and 

wondering when he’ll achieve freedom 
through art, ends with a gliipre of a 
canine poet followed by a” Apollonian 
muse: “You dog, you. scratching keys 
of mountain ki”d,/your masterwith the 
harp not far behind.” Though “Moun- 
tain Ear” finishes with a bit of advice to 
look up at a star, the perspective is 
comic - fmm a bathtub underneath a 
skylllt. And the star is “that pokcr- 
faced Dogstar.” 

For much of the book, new poems 
alternate with translations fmm poets as 
diverse as Rilkc, Villa”, Goethe, 
Leopardi, and Gilks Vigncault. Each of 
the translations. va” Toom says in a 
note, is a “transformation or transposi- 
tion, a new work in its own tight-like 
the latest ad lib of a ‘standard’ in jazz.” 
These are generous achiwements, both 
harmonizlug with and rc”cwIog thccrea- 
tions of other poets, other cultures. 
“Mountain Fox,” in which a fox’s ball 
of grasli and fur (used to get rid of fleas) 
sinks into a river, is followed by “Moun- 
tain Surprise,” a” adaptation of a haiku 
from Basho: “You get the fire 
gob&and I’ll show you something new 
-/a fresh ball of snowl” The 
“surprlsc” is partly on the reader, the 
fox’s ball transformed into a snowball. 

An as energy. art as form - van 
Toor” bridges the differences. His 
dragonfly poem, ostensibly about the 
mati”g.of insccls. may also express a 
theory of art: 

full of dmgon fuel and funky blue 
fire. 

Not many of these poems suffer from 
stifling fastidiousness; most of them 
follow Frost’s advice that a poem have a 
“speaking tone of voice somehow en- 
tangled in the words and fastened to the 
page for the ear of the imagination.” 
Still, a strong belief in poems as per- 
fected monuments can make life dif- 
flcub for the poet. Writer’s cramp, 
Sisyphus struggles with many drafts, 
fears of silence - all are dealt with, 
especially in “Mountain 0rras.s.” one 
of van Toorn’s most anguished poems, 
despite its self-mocking melodrama. 
True, the gusto of the writing helps 
lessen the sense of his “bitter ink” - 
but the pain is there, as it is in lesser 
degrees in “Mountain Harp.” “Moun- 
tain Cameo.” and “Mountain Moon.” 

Admiring. moved. greedy readers, 
haunted by the burden poetry some.tlme.6 
bears for van Toom, can only hope that 
his typewirer - his “be&twanging let- 
ter and ink box” - s&s, tingo, and 
twangs out more books as extraordinary 
as Mountain Tea.0 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Peter+Toorn


‘It’s a strange dichotomy that I can’t stomach 
the poetry six months after it’s written, but I still have 

great fondness for stories that go way, way back’ 

By GARY DRAPER 

BCI~N TV Hamilton, Ont., in 1940. David 
McFadden has written more than a 
dozen books of poetry, a selection of 
v:hieh wets collected in niv Body Wap 
Eaten By Dogs (1981). edited by George 
Bowring. He has also published two 
novels disguised as travel books. A Trip 
Armed Late Erie and A nip Around 
Lake Huron (1980). and a collection of 
short stories, Animal Spirits (1983). A 
ncv: book of poems. The Arl of Dadi- 
mrs. has recently been published by Me 
Cldlsnd 8: Stwsrt. A former newspaper 
reponer, McFadden last year was writer- 
in-residence at the University of Western 
Ontano in London. Ont., 
where he was interviewed by 
Gary Draper: 

Eoo!i; In Canada: Do you have 
an ideal reader in mind when 
you write? 
David McFadden: I used to 
think of my ideal reader as 
being someone exactly like me. 
my twin soul. That’s changing 
mw. On the novel that I’m 
just finishing up I’m imagining 
an actively hostile, totally un- 
sympathetic. actively sarcastic 
prnon looking wer my should 
and saying. “Blah1 That’s 
Terrible! You nincompoop! 
You’re out-Narcissing Nar- 
cissus!” and it’s having a good 
effect on the final revise. I’m 
m1:ing out a lot of stuff that 
previously I’d thought was 
ronderful. 

make very msny radical changes in the 
structure of something. 
BIG: Though in II lot of your work you 
make the reeder were of the writing 
situalion: ‘Were I em now writittg this 
thing at thb moment: 
h!IcFedden: Yeah, everybody does that 
now. It’s getting kind of boring, so I’m 
getting away from that as much as possi- 
ble. I hate to bore myself. 
BIG: so you’re awure qf youlse~ (Is (I 
potential reeder? 
McRtdden: That’s always been a bll 
thing with me: how am I going to re- 
spend to this 20 years from now? And I 

and I fmd that I’m still quite fond bf 
them. It’s a strange dichotomy, that I 
can’t stomach the poetry six months 
after it’s written, but I still have great 
fondness for stories that go way, way 
back. Just thinking about it is changing 
my poetry. Maybe I can find the key that 
will allow my poetry to have that longer 
life. ho I can read it in IO years without 
retching. 
BIG: How is the meter cbaneine? 
McFadden: It’s I;tic; i’i &j&iifying 
more. I’ve been doing a lot of short, 
two-stanza poems. anywhere between 18 
and 30 lines, with relatively long Iines- 

; R:cFaddm: I don’t really “se 
% his techniques, but I’ve always liked io 
g witr really fast first drafts. I’m a great 

find that my fiction has a much longer five, six stress lines. It’s a lot of fun, -and 
shelf Life than my poetry. When I look at I think I’m far from exhausting this 

2 reviser. I go over a thing and over a a poem, sometimes six months after it’s form. For a long time I wrote one a day, 
2 thing. I probably think quite a bit about written, I just can’t stand it. But recently and I’ve been writing a couple a week 
g the structure of what it Is that I want to 
g do before I do my rapid-fire tint draft, 

I’ve been giving a lot of readings fmm since then. I’m hopin that I might be 

h bccuse I find that I don’t very often 
Animal Spirits, a book of short stories, able to work myself back up to doing 
some of which go way back to the ’60s. one a day again. It’s a wonderful ev- 
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cise to have a preset form, and ach~all~ 
to be alive on a cerlaln day and know 
that sometime during that day you’re 
going to have to write a poem. It has a 
wonderful effect on your life. I love it. 
BIG: Whm ore the diffeerenw between 
wiling poePy and, say, A Trip Around 
Lake Erie or A Trip Around Lake 
Hum”? 
McFadden: The differences are wile ob- 
vious. IU poetry one uses one’s body 
more; poetry is a much more physical 
art. Blake talked about it. One has to 
create an intimacy between languageand 
one’s biological response.. Fiction is a 
much gentler art. although there BT~ UD 
mendcus similarities. 

‘The thing I liked about writing the 
nip books - and they were a joy to 
write, they really were - was that I had 
already determined exactly what form 
the books would take before I started 
off on the trip. Planning the trip was the 
same as planning a book. I Look that trip 
with a notebook, and I was quite aware 
that tbat would really alter the trip itself, 
and it did. I found myself engaged in 
convenstlons with people I wouldn’t 
have been talking to if I hadn’t been 
writing the books. 
BIG: You said there are rremendow 
similari&s between wiring poetry and 
wiling _&Con. 
McFadden: I’m a fcmmlllt in everything 
I write. I’ve never been enthralled with 
that famous statement of Creele~‘s that 
form is never more than mlension of 
content. I Iike to have a form-1 like to 
have the bowl before I start arr~ngins 
flowers ln it. So there’s a similarity be 
twen htion and poetry: I like to have a 
sense of the shape of somethll before I 
even think of what’s going to go into it. 
BiC: Is is II problem for you lhal SO 
much 4f your I@ is r&?&d in your 
work? 
wadden: William Gagl says that you 
can’t write a line of fiction without re- 
waling ycwsdf realIy deeply and very 
prcfcundIy. But I’m not as much a con- 
fessIc.nal poet as I seem to be. I telI lots 
of lla - I make up all kinds of things. 
The rea1 me doesn’t appear. My writing 
servea s personal mnemonic function: it 
reminds me of things I didn’t write 
about. I’m always sttivlng for things 
that don’t seem tow together: the per- 
sonal and the impexscnaI, the subjective 
and the objective. My motto as a titer 
ls objectify everything. And that’s why I 
can write about myself without writing 
about myself. 

I could sit down and invent stories 
forever. But I’ve just made a choice. It’s 
the old Jungian notion about the tmcon- 
scIcus putting you into situations that 
are good for you. I think we have lnslle 
us a kind of btcredlble and widespread 
natural wisdom that we don’t know any- 
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thing about bat that does arrange our 
liver in certain ways. And I’m much 
more interested in that dark, underwater 
cmtre, and how it relates to writing, 
thm I ant in sitting down and inventing 
stories, or recalling dramatic events 
from my childhood. 
EiCt The Trip book shouldn’f be read 
as autobio$raph.v. then. 
i?lcFadden: The Trip books were 
parodies, basically. Parodies of the idea 
of travel books for one thing. The nc- 
tion that you can take a little ZO&mile 
trip around your house and write a 
travel book about it is really pretty 
vxird. Most travel books are incredibly 
pretentious, and 1 was just trying to say 
something about that. And they’re also 
pamdies of anti-Anxricanism. 1 feel a 
attain amount of anti-Anxricani5m in 
mc as every Canadian does, but I was ex- 
qeratittg it and pamdyhtg it. 

1 see the Trip books as being very 
funny. and I’m really astounded when 
people don’t see them that way. Coach 
House Press sent them up to the Lea- 
cocl: Awards, and they sent them back 
and said, “Next time send us something 
fanny.” There’s an attitude in Canada 
that humour has to be light: if it’s funny 
it can’t be serious. I don’t know. I’m 
more interested in Rabelais, Lenny 
Bruce. and eve” Baodelairc. I guess not 
many people think of Baud&&e as 
funny, but 1 find him a scream. 
ZiC. The thing I liked most when Ijirst 
emountersd the two Trip books wzs the 
magical kind of world in which they’re 
set: o world of heightened experience, 
brighter colows, sharper outlines. 
Il2cFctlden: When I was a child I saw the 
world as infinitely paradoxical, ironic, 
self-contmdictoty, and mythic. It was a 
world where other people were gods and 
goddesses at the same tine that they are 
obviously idiots who did not see the 
world with any of the splendid sensitivity 
that I porsesse~I. I have vivid memories 
of deciding at the age of eight that losing 
this splendid sensitivity was a” inevitable 
patt of growing up, and that if I had to 
lose it I vould at least rentembei having 
had it. So I vowed never to forget it, and 
1 “ever have. In fact I still possess it at 
times, in tits and starts, and a big psxt of 
my life as a writer is involved in trying 
both to keep that way of being alive as 
much as possible and to try to recreate 
its ironies as intensely as possible in my 
work. I’m not interested in loss of inno- 
cence, but in maintaining it and 
strengthening it even while submitting 
myself to all the insane moral dilemmas 
of our We. 
PlCt Do you ew’oy writing? 
k2cFcdde”: It’s paradoxical. I take a 
very professional attitude toward my 
writing. but I also take a lot of ddit in 
it. 1 think it was Mavis Gallant who said 

that anyone who says he enjoys writing I’m going through a petiod rigJtt now 
isn’t really a writer. And it’s true that when I’m succeeding very well. That’s 
there’s a lot of agony in writing. Bat I my life. Now, if I could only influence 
take a lot of delight in my writing, and the life of the world. that’d be another 
when it succeeds it’s quite wonderful. story. 0 
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The hero as idiot: from the quixotic 
ramblings of a-would-be writer to a young 

woman’s quest for comfort and love 

By ALBERTG MANGUEL 

EVERY HERCI is a” outcast, and Ed, the 
hero of Guy Vanderhaeghe’s fit novel, 
My Present Age (Macmillan, 240 pages. 
$19.95 cloth), is no exception. Singled 
oat from the fold, the hero looks at 
so&y from a vantage-point, a Darien 
(as Ed. htsplred by Keats, calls it). Ed is 
fat; Ed is boorish; Bd is a would-be (or 
rather would-opt-be.) writer: for a long 
time he called hhnself a novelist. the” 
prodtteed a mock-western that he de 
spisrr, and now lives with the guill of 
this oeuvre monqu6e. Bat above all, Ed 
is a man with a knightly mlsslon: to 
rescue a damsel in distress - his wife 
who, fed up with him. has I&. 

Everything and everyone conspire 
against Ed’s heroic de.& hls,downstairs 
neighbour wants hint evicted, accuses 
him of being a pervert, parks his car in 
such a way that Ed’s mini camtot enter 
the lot; Ed’s college mommate has 
become Ed’s wife’s lawyer in their 
divorce suit; Ed’s wife, who Once saved 
him from a band of thugs and who 
believed in hi literary talents, now can- 
not stand the sight of him and refuses to 
be rescued. And the” there is the Besst: 
the host of a “ptiblic opinion” radio 
show, upholder of public morality. a 
dangerously sueeessfol bigof. In spite of 
the world’s hostility, like Do” Quixote, 
Bd battles 0”. 

Also like Don Quixote, Ed wa”ts to be 
the characters of the story-books he still 
reads. He wants to be Chingachgook; he 
wants to be Huckleberry Fin”. In the 
end. fiction loses the battle: the Beast’s 

ing spoke” about little more than. him- 
self for OVQ mo pag.9. 

Guy Vanderhaeghe (winnet of the 
1982 Governor General’s Award for his 
collection of short stories, Man 
Descending) has built his novel around 
(and in the style oft Ed’s paranoia: MY 
Present Age is the portrait of one man 
seen by himself in the distorted mirror of 

his own mind. Too witly for his contem- 
poraries (“Any idea what genius is? The 
infinite capacity for taking pains?“), too 
ill-suited for an acceptable place in this 
world (1.1 found myself in theunfamiliar 
position of having no one to disap 
ooint”l. Ed is a hero who is also the 
&llage;biot. 

Unfortunate& this mnce”tmtion of 
character work; to the novel’s disadvan- 
tage. In the shott stories in which Ed ap- 
pears (in Man Descending) the reader 
bears well Ed’s maddening efforts to im- 
pose hintself and hi views. In the novel 
the reader reading for the plot finds Ed’s 
efforts trying, hi quest interminable, his 
paranoia unpleasantly disturbing, and 
soon loses inrerest in the thinly imagined 
adventures. Vanderhaeghe’s talent lies 
in the crafting of characters, not in 
dnishtg the characters’ actions, and a 

require a story ihat would hstify Ed’s 
heroics. 

(Fifth House., 232 pages,-$19.95 cloth, 
$9.95 paper) is a love story. A young 
woman, Lannie, travels to a farm in the 
country. somewhere bt southwest Sas- 
katchewan, to stay with Barney and Itis, 
the couple who adopted her as a child. It 
is a journey into what she hopes (bat 
does not dare expect) will be comfort, 
security, and love. giving ha the chance 
to ret&t upon her futttrr. Here at the 
fatm time seems to stop: the twists and 
changes of Lannie’s past (her Lwxely 
known brother and sister, her unknown 
father, old and not forgotten loves) are 
left to the city she feels lies behind her. 
But changes still occur, nothing pauses: 
a” old “tan’s moving love for her, a 
pregnancy, the supposed outlet of sui- 
cide are milestones in thii countty of the 
heart that Lannie has set out to explore, 
and whiih she believes she has dls- 
covered. 
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However. the true heroine of Sharon 
Butala’s novel is not the anguished Lan- 
nie but myear-old Aunt Iris, married to 
a farmer, feeling secure in her cosy 
v:orld. It is into Iris’s country that Lan- 
nie breaks, invading. making Itis a wit- 
ness of her ordeal. forcing Iris to 
become wiser in the process, painfully 
arare of the world outside, “beginning 
to learn about the largeness of the 
human heart.” 

Sharon Butala’s writing is stt-alghtfor- 
ward, unadorned, tight-fsted with 

metaphors. Ha characters are clear-cut, 
never vague, and if a certain aaIvenus 
mars the moment of their awakening (to 
the world, to other human beings. to 
their own inner reality) they remain 
precise and unpretentious. This is the 
world of a diipassionate D.H. Law- 
rence, timidly probing the dangerous 
waters of less conventional fortas of 
love. Counfry of the HearI ests the 
mere begimtittg of what one hopes will 
be, in future novels, Butala’s deeper, 
more mature voyage of exploration. 0 

ART BOOKS 

Thundering hooves: from one painter’s 
bellowing vision of the buffalo to another 

man’s dream in a Toronto ravine 

By AL PURDY 

~~EDERICI[ YERNER’S favoutite subject 
for paintings was the buffalo. The 
shaggy beast was practically his 
trademark. But as Joan Murray points 
oul in The Last Buffalo: The Story of 
Frederick Arthur Vemer (Pagurian 
Press, 192 pages, 560 cloth), “Probably 
he never saw one outside captivity.” 
Wltere did he see them, unless they 
emerged full-blown from his head in a 
dwm of buffalo? The answer: wild- 
west shows, photographs, postcards, 
and zoos. No painter from life was 
Venter: postcard after buffalo postcard 
galloped through his brain bellowing 
and begging. Please paint me. And he 
did, by God, he did. 

Frederick Arthur Vemer. “Painter of 
the Canadian West” (whiih he didn’t 
visit until 1373 at age 37), was born bt 
1036 near Oakville, Ont. Young Vemer 
started to dabble in oils early; he watt a 
p&e at a provincial exhibition in 1852. 
Perhaps about the same time, tbe 
talented youth also became a photo- 
papher. At aga Xl he travelled to 
England. attending an art school there. 
Two years later. feeling adventurous, he 
jolned the British Army, then went to 
Italy with the British Legion. Beeomittg 
a cIvilian again, he had sbows in New 
York. then visited Venezuela. Venter 
moved to England in 1880, returning to 
Canada only occasionally. One of those 
visits was his second trip to western 
Canada in IS88 at age 52. 

The above paragraph. seems enough 
potted biography. It’s also very nearly 
all that’s known about our hem. Author 

Murray’s narrative la this lavish book is 
studded with qualifying phrases like 
“maybe” and “perhaps.” She spew- 
Iates that he may have been somewhere 
and might have done this or that. One 
definite fact does emerge fmm a cloudy 
indefInite life: Vcmer married his 
Toronto landlady. one Mary Chileott, in 
England in 1882. After which 
presumably happy event, the lady disap 
peared completely. As a result of this 
paucity of informado?. the biographer 
is driven to descrtbing paintings 
themselves and their overt influences. 

Two ltttluences were Paul Kane and 
George Catlia. One hesitates to say that 
Venter copied fmm those better-known 
artists, and settles for the softer “im- 
itated.” 

In any event, I gatbex fmm Murray 
that Verne& reputation is now fairly 
stratosphetic; she even mentions her 
subject’s “genius” at one point in the 
book. I hadn’t noticed any myselfz the 

paintings seem to me rather superior 
calendar art. I mean that after the cur- 
rent calendar year you’d throw the 

involved. 
. Maybe that’s a little harsh. Pethaps 

some of the Indian paintings (two 
feathers apiece for trademark head- 
dr,ess) are more interesting; maybe some 
of the buffalo romps on the prairie, 
when they stampede in palnterly fashion 
with all their taUs standing straight 
upright in curlllues like pigs, dashing 
acmav the great lone land to the last buf- 
falo stomp in the sky - some of these 
just by chaacc, maybe, pwtw.s, are 
worthwhile? In which connection one 
item in Murray’s chronology seems rele 
vant: “1892: Attends Buffalo Bill show 
in London and draws buffalo.” 

Some rather inlerestbtg questions oE- 
curtomeasaaesultofpemsirlgthls 
book. If Murray hadn’t informed ms 
several times that Venter palmed fmm 
photographs and zoo animals, would I 
then have atmreciated the oalntlttas 
more? I doubi it, at least I hop; I doubt 
it. And is Murray writing about Vemer’s 
“genius” with tongue tucked in cheek 
and a tninkle bt at least one we? Mavbe 
not. Perhaps not. It depends: - 

Vemn died at age 92 in London - 
full of years and honours, I guess. By 
that time he had been elected to nearly 
wety elective body extant in the English- 
speaking world. (The rest didn’t matter.) 
And he painted a great deal, Vemer did. 
Industry in these matters is important. I 
can just see him in England ati a 
breakfast of two three-minute eggs. huf- 
fing and pufiing a little, shuttling 
through his buffalo cards and thiakiig: 
“1 will now paint a buffalo. Or - 
m@e not. Perhaps I should wait until 
after dbmcr.” 

Toronto in the 1830% accordlag to 
Anna Jameson, was “A little, ill-built 
town. on low land, at the bottom of a 
frozen bay.” That attractive description 
appeared only hvo years after the incor- 
poration of Toronto as a city. and there 
may have been some truth about it at the 
time. One hundred and dirty years later, 
with the publication of Toronto la Art: 
150 Years Thmttgb ArGts’ Eyes, by 
Edith 0. Firth (Fit&my & Whiteside, 
lR.pages, 550 cloth), both Anna Jame- 
son and ha description of Tomato seem 
irrelevant. 

The “ill-built town” is now a’sprawl- 
fag metmpolitan centre of more than 
two million people. And the book about 
it needs something of a bifocal mind on 
the part of the reader for adequate 
evaluation. By which I mean that it’s 
ne.cessary to appreciate both the city 
itself, md the artistic quality of tbe 
palntillga. If a few of the pabnittgs have 
little artistlc metit. then the mind At- 



ches entirelv to the citv. Edith Firth has 
refrained irom mn&nt about the 
paintings, confining her descriptions to 
their subject matter. Which leaves a rich 
feast of judgcnwnt and appreciation to 
the owners of this book. Some 130 ar- 
tists arc included, and 170 paintings, the 
latter mostly in calour. Author-editor 
Firth deals with Toronto in fiie sections, 
each section for a different time period. 
The last 50 years or So is the richest and 
most varied. In fact, some of the pal”- 
rings arc sheer delight. 

T/re Dream of Mayor Cmmbie in 
Glenste~wrt &wine (1974) by William 
Curelek (lamentably only I” black and 
white). is one such picture. It shows 
Crombie asleep on the grass, while 
Superman Crombie effortlessly rolls 
back the Scarborough Bxprcssway; 
Angel Crombie on white wings halts 
smoke-stack pollution; and Glad 
Hander Cmmbie shakes hands with a 
housing-project builder. And I, 
somewhere beyond Kurelek’s picture, 
witnessed television Superstar Cmmbie 
on a 197s talk show, and humbly rc- 
quested his autograph. 

T/z Board Walk al Toronlo Beaches 
(1974) is another Ku&k gem. Rayka 
Cupesic’s pseudo-primitive of children 
skating at Nathan Phillips Square, 

the s&x mythic company. And D: Mc- 
Intosh Paterson’s Schoolyard (II Receu 
(1929) shows children playing games, 
vxertling, shoutine. talklng, being what 
children~~always a&, and-what 3 was 
wself in 1929. 

“To Albert Franck.” says Harold 
Town. “the grubby street world of 
Toronto v.& as impressive as the 
pyramids at sunset or Durham Castle in 
the rain . . . . Franck houses were 
cathedrals of the ordinary. . . .” A little 
overheated. but I ccn see what he means 
about Franck. One could say much the 
same about Lawen Harris’s paintings, 
but add that there was often something 
unobtrusively distinctive about them, 
faues left blank in Winfer Afternoon 
(1915). trees burdened with sunlit slccp- 
ins snow. Even more striking are Carlos 
Marchiori’s colourcd buildings, twistlna 
and dancing every which way bn B/o& 
Sfrul Fi%rl (1976). 

Eat a list& of the memorable work 
here would be as monotonoos as this 
book is not. It makes me remember the 
horse palace at the Exhibition grounds. 
v:hen I was a wartime airman there. at 
No. I Manning Pool. And vanished 
Sunnyside with ferris wheels and mller 
coast-s. And now 1 will be haunted 
forever by Mayor Cmmbie’s dream in- 
side my own dreaming and chuckle a lit- 
tle in my sleep . . . . 

Christopher Moore’s The Loyalists 
@.‘lacmillan, 218 pages. 8ZT.95 cloth) 

outlines the American Revolution fmm 
beginning to end, but dealr principally 
with the lives and fate of some 50,000 
people who rcmalncd loyal to the Biitlsb 
crow”. These people walked. rode 
horses and wagons. and came by shio- 
board to Canada before and a&x the 
peace of 1783. 

About 35.000 of them settled in Nova 
Scotia and the newly created province of 
New Brunswick, including 3,500 free 
black loyalists. (Incidentally, these 
blacks were treated so badly - land 
denied them and pledges made to them 
broken - that some 1,200 fled Canada 
to a British colony in Sierra Leone.) Of 

the remaining 15,000, Governor 
Frederick Haldimand of Quebec settled 
10.000 in Upper Canada, rather than 
risk friction with the 150.000 native 
Camzdiem. These loyalists .wcre placed 
on lands along the St. Lawrence River 
and Lake Ontario. And as it turned out, 
they - the lucky ones, receiving good 
and fenlle lands for homesteads. 

In the Maritime% where most of the 
. loyalists settled, soil quality of the Nova 

Scotia, especially, wuld not support 
such an influx of ncwcomcrs. Many 
became flhermen or woodsmen. Others 
drifted away, some returning to the 
United States when revolutionary pas- 
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WHAT ON EARTH Is an Ippmvash? Or 
a Comoa? We wvcrc prompted to 
.wondcr by a book recently published 
in Bngland, The Meaning of Li(f. by 
Douglas Adams and John Lloyd, 
which sets out to give useful detini- 
tions for apparently meaningless 
place-names. (Waking. for example. 
means standing iq the kitchen won- 
dering what you came in here for.) 
The book provides dctinitions for 
only two Canadian places, Vancouver 
(one of those huge trucks with whirl- 
ing brushes on the bottom used to 
clean streets) and Toronto (a generic 
term for anything that comes out in * 
gosh despite all your efforts to let it 
out gently - for example, flour into 
a white sauce or ketchup onto fish). 
Readers are invited to redress the 
balance. We’ll oay $25 for the bat 
definitions of typically Canadian 
phenomena rittached to tyoical Cana- 
aian place-names, and %25 goes to 
Paul Wilson of Toronto for the idea. 
Deadline: November 1. Address: 
CanWit No. 96. Books III Canada, 
366 Adelaide Street East, Toronto 
M5A 3X9. 

ingly less vague as the seconds new 
by her roll bmwn eyes like starUed 
crows fmm a garbage bin, ths! 10. 
day would no! be rhe best lime to 
hare her mile1 rvpaired. 

Honourablc mentions: 

The malevolent see had changed in 
las the” e” hour fmm millpond to 
maelstrom ss the breve liltle vessel. 
overpowered by the elememr. 
foughl the %dianr but hopeless 
struggle of an unarmed gladiamr in 
a hostile arena, her proud seib 
disintegradng into a resemblance of 
sodden paper tissues. mesu MIIP_ 
ping whh es liltlc resistance u 
anapC slicks et e cocktail parly, and 
unallended wheel spinning helplcvjly 
like a weathervane chased by the 
Furla. while one by one the crew 
mmbers were seircd by the frenzied 
rind which plucked them overboard 
with the care of e vaeeum cleaner 
removing fluff from a living rwm 
rug. 

Reaulta of CanWit No. 94 
WE WERE BRACED for the worst when 
we invited rraders to compose atm- 
clous first sc”tc”ce4 to eouallv atm- 
&us novels -and we we~n’idisap- 
pointed. The winner is John Vardon 
of Waterloo, Ont., for the following 
abomination: 

- Alec McEwn, Ottawa 

Overheed e parsing bird expended 
ils billowy chest in e eheerlclly 
fealhered fashion and let lorlh e 
song ol such golden .goodness that 
Kate. who had been ritdng beneath 
ha beloved banana tree wbh a 
horse-sized headache, suddenly and 
all al once Felt immeascnbly 
reassured about things. 

As she watched her m-husband’s 
heed thud woodenly down ,he 
unlucky seven steps of her front 
porch. the indoor-outdoor carpet 
luming quietly erimscn in the renre- 
less sunlight of another heedless 
dawn, Jessica WY seized by the 
vague reelizstion, growing incrces- 

- Mildred Trcmblay, Nanaimo .~ 

The wailing Rolls Royce model 467. 
2,4O&horsepowcr engines of ihe Pan 
Amaicsn Airliner 747 jumbo flight 
359 roared like demmted banshees 
as the gigcnlic blue-end-white eir- 
plane aecderated lleeily up the 2.3 
mile long srrcrch of black asphalt of 
Ihe Los Angela I”temalionel Air- 
port. carrying with it Emerson 
Hargraves, the interna&xmlly 
aeelaimed private inwdgetor. 

- Peler B. Dahl, Madoc. Ont. 
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sions had waned, and some to Upper 
Canado. Of those who remained, one 
hoper the experience of the Rev. George 
Gilmour was not often duplicated: 

In May 1787. destitute of bread. meat, 
and money after ail their exertions, and 
his pc,i,ioners being in similar Cir- 
cunwancer and unable to pay snylhing 
for hir salary. he walked ,hir,y miles 10 
Halifax and offered his house, barn, 
and fillwn sues of cleared land as 
security for a barrel of pork and = barrel 
of Raw but could no, tind one person in 

Classified rates: $6 per line (40 
characters to the line). DeadlIne: first Of 
the month for issue dated following 
month. Address: Books in Canada Class- 
ified, 366 Adelaide Street East. Toronto 
M5A 3Xg. Phone: (416) 363.5426. 

CASH PAID FOR PENGUIN paperbacks: 
good condition. Gail Wilson Bookseller, 
196 Queen W., Toronto. 586-2624. 

“CRAZY” WAY TO LOSE WEIGHT. MaL- 
be It’s crazy. but it works1 No drugs. No 
counting calories. Mail oniyB2 tO: ARVY 
Box 160.L. Barrington. N.J. 08007-6160 

EUROPEAN PUBLISHER seeks to buy 
small to medium Canadian publishing 
firm of practical, “how to” books. Write 
Fa;;;rg catalog to Box 15, Books In 

P.IiLiJON DOLLAR HEALTH SECRET 
Become 811 Bxclting. Sensual, new YOU! 
Full instructions only $1.00 - Mail now 
to ERVV Box 16&H. Barrington. N.J. 
08007-0160 

OLD AND RARE BODY&. Canadiana 
Cataiogues. Heritage Books, 666 
~~~msrston Ave., Toronto, Ontario M6G 
zoz 

QUALITY REMAINDERS from 
MEDALUB BOOKS (U.S.A.) now avaiC 
able cheaper in Canada. Ail titles in 
stocll current cataiogue 6 price ilst 
$1.00 (refundable) from MAGNUS 
BOOKS, 4932-B Bherbrooke ,Bt., W.. 
Westmount, Qu6. H3Z lH3 

BELL BY PHONE with new automatic 
system. New solid state electronic 
system makes selling by telephone big 
business. Speeds up calling many times, 
cuts costs. invaluable for gettlng sales 
leads. direct selling, fund raising, 
political canvassing. As automatic as a 
computer, as personal 88 the human 
voice. Simple tooperate. Fordetaiiscon- 
tact: Box 160-M. Barrington, N.J., 
080070106 

USED LAW 8001~. 30 day free exam- 
ination. Write J.L Heath. 66 Isabella St. 
0105, Toronto M4X lN3. g22064g. 

Halifax that would accep, this SeCUritY 
or grant him relief. 
me LOJWI~SIS is an impressive book, 

with many contemporary illustrations. It 
follows the fortunes of individuals as 
well as large groups of settlers. These 
settlers, the loyalists. were responsible 
for the new provincei of New Brunswick 
and Upper Canada, (later Ontario). 
Without them, Canada itself would be 
much different, might even have failed 
to survive in fage of the nationalistic fer- 
vow of the United States, greedy for ad- 
ditional territory ever since its revoh,- 
tionary beginnings. This country might 
well have Bone the ray of Louisiana, 
northern Mexico, and Hawaii. 

I recommend The Loyal&Is highly. 0 

‘IHE EDlKX5 RECOhlMEND 

~“6 FOLLOW,NO Canadian books were 
reviewed in the previous issue of Books 
in Camada. Our recommendations don’t 
necessarily reflect the reviews: 

FICTION 
The Byinew of Human Souls. by Josef 

Skvorecky, ,ransla,cd from the Czech by 
Paul Wilson. Lester & Orpm Dennyr. 
Exuberantly mmic and deeply serious. 
Skvoreeky’s formidable, complex novel is 
a powerful caun,ablast agains, tyranny in 
Europe and simple-mindedness at home. 

NON-FIIXION 
HomeSweet Home: My Canadian Aibum.by 

Mordecai Richkr. McClelland 81 Stewart 
Though at timer his polilica( commentary 
is careless. Richier’s talent for soctai satire 
in tiction gives this mllrtion of mawuine 
articles an entertaining edge and unifying 
tone that most good journalism lacks. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
F--r- ---F---l 

~“6 F~L.L~I\~,N~ Canadian books have 
been received by Books in Canada it, re- 
cent weeks. Inclusion in this list does not 
preclude a review or notice in a future 
issue: 
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MEDIEVAL MAN 
Rooted for years in rural Ontario, Matt Cohen’s fictional 

territory now extends its reach to 14th-century Spain 
By Joyce Wayne 

CRITICAL MASS 
Bruce W. Powe on Paul Stuewe’s Clearing the Ground: 

English-Canadian Literature After Survival 

WORDS ON FILM 
Fraser Sutherland and Morris Wolfe on the Festival of Festivals 

Reviews of new books by Jack Batten, Penny Kemp, W.P. Kinsella, 
Norman Levine, Alden Nowlan, Leon Rooke, and Michel Tremblay 

Available in better 
bookstores everywhere 

or delivered directly 
to your home. 

Ten times a year. 
Shouldn’t you subscribe now? 
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